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Introduction to Spectral Theory in Hilbert Space
The aim of this course is to give a very modest introduction to the extremely rich and well-
developed theory of Hilbert spaces, an introduction that hopefully will provide the students
with a knowledge of some of the fundamental results of the theory and will make them
familiar with everything needed in order to understand, believe and apply the spectral theorem
for selfadjoint operators in Hilbert space. This implies that the course will have to give
answers to such questions as
- What is a Hilbert space?
- What is a bounded operator in Hilbert space?
- What is a selfadjoint operator in Hilbert space?
- What is the spectrum of such an operator?
- What is meant by a spectral decomposition of such an operator?
LITERATURE:
- English:
• G. Helmberg: Introduction to Spectral Theory in Hilbert space
(North-Holland Publishing Comp., Amsterdam-London)
• R. Larsen: Functional Analysis, an introduction
(Marcel Dekker Inc., New York)
• M. Reed and B. Simon: Methods of Modern Mathematical Physics I:
Functional Analysis
(Academic Press, New York-London)
- German:
• H. Heuser: Funktionalanalysis, Theorie und Anwendung
(B.G. Teubner-Verlag, Stuttgart)
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Chapter 1: Hilbert spaces
Finite dimensional linear spaces (=vector spaces) are usually studied in a course called
Linear Algebra or Analytic Geometry, some geometric properties of these spaces may also
have been studied, properties which follow from the notion of an angle being implicit in the
definition of an inner product. We shall begin with some basic facts about Hilbert spaces
including such results as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the parallelogram and
polarization identity
§1 Basic definitions and results
(1.1) Definition: A linear space E over K c {R,C} is called an inner product space (or a
pre-Hilbert space) over K that if there is a mapping ( x ): E%E t K that satisfies the
following conditions:
(S1)   (xxx)m0 and (xxx)=0 if and only if x=0
(S2)   (x+yxz)=(xxz)+(yxz)
(S3)   (¹xxy)=¹(xxy)
(S4)   (xxy)= x)(y
The mapping ( x ): E%E t K is called an inner product.
(S1) – (S4) imply (xx¹y)= y)(xx)(yx)y( aaa ==  and
(xxy+z)=(xxy)+(xxz)
Examples:
(1) Rn   x=(x1, ..., xn) c Rn         y=(y1, ..., yn) c Rn
     (xxy):=x1y1+x2y2+ ... +xnyn=
å
=
n
j 1
jjyx
(2) Cn   x=(x1, ..., xn) c Cn       y=(y1, ..., yn) c Cn
      (xxy):=
å
=
n
j 1
jj yx
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality will show that (xxy) c C
(3) x, y c l2 x=(xj)j  ,  y=(yj)j xj, yj c C
     (xxy):=
å
¥
=1
jj yx
j
     x c l2 w 
å
¥
=1
2
jx
j
< ¥
(4) Let C0[a,b] denote the set of all continuous functions f:[a,b]tC
     (fxg):=
ò
b
a
dtg(t)f(t)
Here also the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality will make sure that (fxg) is a complex number. An
inner product space E can be made into a normed linear space with the induced Norm
yxy2:= x)(x  for x c E. In order to prove this, however, we need a fundamental inequality:
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(1.2) Theorem: (Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality):
Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space over K c {R,C}.
Then x(xxy)x2 [ (xxx) (yxy) (or x(xxy)x [ yxyyyy), all x,y c E.
Moreover, given x,y c E x(xxy)x2 = (xxx) (yxy) if and only if x and y are linearly
dependent.
Proof:
Case (1): if x=0, the inequality obviously is valid.
Case (2): for xg0, y c E, ¹ c C we have:
0 [ (y-¹xxy-¹x) = (yxy)-(¹xxy)-(yx¹x)+(¹xx¹x)
w 0 [ (yxy)-(¹xxy)-
a
(yxx)+¹
a
(xxx)
Choose ¹:=
x)x(
x)y(
, then
0 [ (yxy)-
x)x(
x)y( (xxy)-
x)x(
y)x( (yxx)+
x)xx)(x(
x)yy)(x( (xxx)
   = (yxy)-
x)x(
y)x( 2
 w x(xxy)x2 [ (xxx) (yxy) q.e.d.
The inequality still remains valid if in the definition of an „inner product“ the condition
„(xxx)=0 if and only if x=0“ is omitted
(1.3) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space (over K).
yxy:= x)x(  for x c E is a norm on E.
Proof:
To show: (N1)   yxym0 and yxy=0 if and only if x=0
(N2) y¹xy=x¹x$yxy for ¹ c K
(N3) yx+yy [ yxy+yyy
We only show (N3), (N1) and (N2) are easy to prove.
(N3) yx+yy2 = (x+yxx+y) = (xxx)+(yxx)+(xxy)+(yxy)
 = yxy
2 +2$Re(xxy)+yyy2 [ yxy2 +yyy2 +2$xRe(xxy)x
 [ yxy
2 +2$x(xxy)x+yyy2 [ yxy2 +2$yxy$yyy+yyy2 = (yxy+yyy)2 q.e.d.
A linear space E over K c {R;C} is called a normed linear space of K if there is a mapping
y.y: EtR satisfying conditiions (N1) to (N3). y.y is called a norm on E. (E,y.y) is called a
Banachspace if every Cauchy sequence in E converges to some element in E. i.e. for every
sequence (xn)n ` (E,y.y) with 
¥fimn,
lim yxn-xmy=0 there exists x c E with 
¥fin
limyxn-xy=0
(1.4) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, let yxy= (xxx)½. Given x,y c E we
have yx+yy=yxy+yyy if and only if y=0 or x=k$y for some km0.
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Proof:
If yx+yy=yxy+yyy and yg0 then ((1.3)) Re(xxy)=x(xxy)x=yxy$yyy u (xxy)=yxy$yyy.
Theorem (1.2) u ¹x+ºy=0 with x¹x+xºx>0 u x and y are linearly dependent.
yg0 implies ¹g0 and x= y
a
b
- . From x(xxy)x= (xxy) =
a
b
- (yxy) we conclude k =
a
b
- m 0.
q.e.d.
(xn)n ` E yxn-xyt0
(yn)n ` E yyn-yyt0 u (xnxyn)t (xxy)
(1.5) Corollary: The inner product ( x ) of an inner product space is a K-valued continuous
mapping on E%E, where E is taken with the norm topology determined by the inner
product.
Proof:
x(xxy)t (x0xy0)x[x(xxy)-(x0xy)x+x(xxy0)-(x0xy0)x
= x(xxy-y0)x+x(x-x0xy0)x[yxy$yy-y0y+yx-x0y$yy0y
= 2yx-x0yyy-y0y+yx0yyy-y0y+yy0yyx-x0y  q.e.d.
(1.6) Corollary:
yxy=
1
sup
=y
x(xxy)x=
1
sup
£y
x(xxy)x, if x c (E,( x )).
We now examine two fundamental identities in inner product spaces: the parallelogram
identity and the polarization identity. We shall use the former identity to give a
characterization of those normed linear spaces that are inner product spaces
(1.7) Theorem: (parallelogram identity):
Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space. Then yx+yy2 +yx-yy2 = 2$yxy2 +2$yyy2;
x,y c E.
Proof:
yx+yy2 +yx-yy2 = (x+yxx+y) + (x-yxx-y)
    = (xxx) + (xxy) + (yxx) + (yxy) + (xxx) - (xxy) - (yxx) + (yxy)
    = 2$ (xxx) + 2$ (yxy) = 2$yxy2 + 2$yyy2 q.e.d.
{Geometrically the parallelogram identity says that the sum of the squares of the lengths of a
parallelogram’s diagonals equals the sum of the squares of the length of ots sides.
A similar direct computation also establishes the polarization identity which allows one to
express the inner product in terms of the norm}
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(1.8) Theorem: (polarization identity):
Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space over K c {R,C}.
Then (xxy)=
ï
ï
î
ï
ï
í
ì
=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×-
-
×+
×+
-
-
+
=
-
-
+
C
R
Kif
2
yix
2
yixi
2
yx
2
yx
Kif
2
yx
2
yx
2222
22
Proof by simple computation
The next result characterizes those normed linear spaces whose norm is induced by an inner
product.
(1.9) Theorem: If (E,y.y) is a normed linear space over K c {R,C} such that
yx+yy2 +yx-yy2 = 2$yxy2 +2$yyy2 for every x,y c E, then there exists an inner product
( x ) on E with (xxx)½ = yxy for x c E.
Proof: for K=C:
Define (xxy):=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×-
-
×+
×+
-
-
+
2222
2
yix
2
yixi
2
yx
2
yx
To prove that (xxy) is an inner product.
a) (xxx):=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×-
-
×+
×+=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×-
-
×+
×+
22
2
22
2
2
xi)(1
2
xi)(1ix
2
xix
2
xixix
    =
2
0
2222
xi1i1x
4
i
x =
÷
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
ç
Ł
æ
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
--+×+
=
44 344 21
b)   (xxy) = (yxx)  (easy to check!)
c) (x+yxz) = (xxz) + (yxz)
Re (xxz) + Re (yxz) =
2222
2
zy
2
zy
2
zx
2
zx -
+
+
+
-
-
+
    = ( ) ( )2222 zyzxzyzx
4
1
-+--+++
÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
+-++-+--
÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
---++++=
2222ramparallelog
identity
zyzx
2
1
zyzx
2
1
4
1
zyzx
2
1
zyzx
2
1
4
1
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
-
--
+
-
-
++
+
=
2222
2
yx
z
2
yx
2
yx
z
2
yx
2
1
u Re (xxz) + Re (yxz) =
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ +
z
2
yxRe
2
1
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Put y=0: Re (xxz) =
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
z
2
xRe
2
1
 for all x c E.
Replace x by x+y:
u z)y( Rez)x( Rez
2
yx
 Re
2
1)zy(x Re +=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ +
=+
The same way: Im(x+yxz) = Im(xxz) + Im(yxz)
u (x+yxz) = (xxz) + (yxz)
d) to prove (¹$xxy) = ¹$(xxy) for a c C:
(2$xxy)
)c
= (xxy) + (xxy) = 2$(xxy)
induction
Þ (m$xxy) = m$ (xxy); m c N
(-xxy) =  ... = - (xxy) by using the definition
u (m$xxy) = m$(xxy); m c Z
(xxy) = (
n
1
n × $xxy) = n$(
n
1
$xxy) u 
n
1 (xxy) = (
n
1
$xxy)
u (q$xxy) = q$(xxy); q c Q
If ¹ c R, q c Q
xRe (¹$xxy) – Re (q$xxy)x[
2222
2
yxq
2
yxq
2
yx
2
yx -×
-
+×
+
-×
-
+× aa
Re (¹$xxy) =
afiq
lim Re (q$xxy) =
afiq
lim q$Re (xxy) = ¹$Re (xxy)
Similarly Im (a$xxy) = ¹$Im (xxy)
Finally: (i$xxy) = ... = i$(xxy) q.e.d.
This theorem asserts that a normed linear space is an inner product space if and only if the
norm satisfies the parallelogram identity. The next corollary is an immediate consequence of
this fact
(1.10) Corollary: Let (E,y.y) be a normed linear space over K c {R,C}. If every
two-dimensional subspace of E is an inner product space over K, then E is an inner
product space over K.
If (E,y.y) is an inner product space the inner product induces a norm on E. We thus have the
notions of convergence, completeness and density. In particular, we can always complete E to
a normed linear space E~  in which E is isometrically embedded as a dense subset. In fact E~  is
also an inner product space since the inner product can be extended from E to E~  by
continuity
(1.11) Definition: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space over K c {R,C}. E is called a
Hilbert space, if E is a complete normed linear space (= Banach space) with respect
to yxy:=(xxx)½, x c E.
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§ 2 Orthogonality and orthonormal bases
In this section we study some geometric properties of an inner product space, properties
which are connected with the notion of orthogonality
(1.12) Definition: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, x,y c E, let M,N`E be subsets.
1) x and y are called orthogonal if and only if (xxy)=0 (xzy)
2) x and y are called orthonormal if and only if yxy=yyy=1 and xzy
3) M and N are called orthogonal, MzN, if (xxy)=0 for x c M, y c N
4) M is called an orthonormal set if yxy=1 for x c M and (xxy)=0 for xgy, y c M
5) N is called an orthogonal set if (xxy)=0 for any x,y c N, xgy
Facts: 1)   MzN u M3N ` {0}
2) x=0 is the only element orthogonal to every y c E
3) 0 v M if M is an orthonormal set
A criterion for orthogonality is given by the following theorem
(1.13) Theorem: (Pythagoras):
Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space over K c {R,C}. Let x,y c E.
1) If K=R then xzy if and only if yx+yy2 = yxy2 + yyy2
2) If K=C then a)   (xxy) c R if and only if yx+i$yy2 = yxy2 + yyy2
  b)   xzy if and only if (xxy) c R and yx+yy2 = yxy2 + yyy2
Proof:
ad 1) yx+yy2 = (x+yxx+y) = (xxx) + (yxx) + (xxy) + (yxy) = yxy2 + 2$(xxy) + yyy2
ad 2) a) if (xxy) c R u yx+i$yy2 = (x+i$yxx+i$y) = (xxx) + i$(yxx) – i$(xxy) + (i$yxi$y)
      = yxy
2
 + i$(yxx)-i$(xxy) – i2$yyy2 = yxy2 + yyy2
         b) if (xxy) c R and yx+yy2 = yxy2 + yyy2 
)1
Þ (xxy)=0
  if (xxy)=0 u routine computation q.e.d.
(1.14) Definition: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, let M`E be a subset. Then the set
Mz:= {x c E: (xxy)=0 for all y c M} is called an orthogonal complement of M.
(1.15) Theorem: Let M`(E,( x )), (E,( x )) inner product space. Then
1) Mz is a closed linear subspace of E
2) M`(Mz)z=Mzz
3) If M is a linear subspace of E, then M3Mz={0}
If (E,y.y) is a normed linear space, x c E, M`E a finite dimensional linear subspace then
there exists a uniquely determined element y0 c E such that yx-y0y=
M y 
inf
˛
yx-yy. y0 is usually
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called the element of best approximation in M with respect to x. The following result
generalizes this fact in a certain sense
(1.16) Theorem: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space. Let M`E be a non-empty subset.
Let x c E. If
1) M is complete, i.e. every Cauchy sequence (xn)n c N`M has a limit x0 c M
2) M is convex, i.e. k$x+(1-k)$y c M for x,y c M, k c [0,1]
then there exists a uniquely determined element y0 c M such that yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy
Proof:
If x c M, nothing is to prove.
If x v M, define ¼:=
My ˛
inf yx-yy, then there exists (zn)n c N`M such that 
¥fin
limyx-zny:=¼.
If (yn) n c N`M is a sequence with 
¥fin
limyx-yny=¼ then we show that (yn) n c N is a Cauchy
sequence.
yn,ym c M u 2
1 (yn+ym) c M u ¼[yx- 2
1 (yn+ym)y= 2
1
yx-yn+x-ym)y
         [
2
1
yx-yny+ 2
1
yx-ymy
¥fi
fi
mn,
¼
u 
¥fimn,
lim yx-
2
1 (yn+ym)y=¼. Using parallelogram identity we see
2$yx-yny2+2$yx-ymy2 = y(x-yn)+(x-ym)y2 + y(x-yn)-(x-ym)y2 = y2x-(yn+ym)y2 + yyn-ymy2
           = 4$yx-
2
mn yy - y2 + yyn-ymy2
u (n,m t ¢):   4$¼2 = 4$¼2 + 
¥fimn,
lim yyn-ymy2    u   
¥fimn,
lim yyn-ymy=0
u (yn)n Cauchy sequence in M
u since M complete there exists y0 c M such that 
¥fin
limyyn-ymy=0
¼[yx-y0y[yx-yny+yyn-y0y
¥fi
fi
n
¼
u yx-y0y=¼. Suppose, there are elements y1,y2 c M with yx-y1y=yx-y2y=¼.
We consider the Cauchy sequence y1,y2,y1,y2,... . From this we conclude y1=y2. q.e.d.
Since every linear subspace of a linear space is convex, we get
(1.17) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, M`E be a non-empty complete
subspace, x c E, then there exists a unique element y0 c M with yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy.
(1.18) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be a Hilbert space, ÃgM`E be a closed convex set, x c E,
then there exists a unique element y0 of best approximation: yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy.
The element of best approximation in a complete subspace of an inner product space
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(E,( x )) can be characterized as follows
(1.19) Theorem: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, let x c E, M`E be a complete linear
subspace in E. Let y0 c M. Then yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy if and only if x-y0 c Mz.
Proof:
„u“:
Suppose y0 c M with yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy.
To show: (x-y0xy)=0 for every y c M.
Suppose y c M, yg0 and ¹=(x-y0xy)g0.
Consider y1:=y0+¹$
y)y(
y
u y1 c M and yx-y1y2= (x- y0-¹$
y)y(
y xx- y0-¹$
y)y(
y )
=yx-y0y2-
y)y(
2
a
<yx-y0y2 contrary to the fact that yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy u x-y0 c Mz.
„s“:
x-y0 c Mz, y c M u
321321
M 
0
M 
0 y-yy-x
˛
˛
+
^
)13.1(
= yx-y0y2 + yy0-yy2myx-y0y2
u yx-y0y=
My ˛
inf yx-yy q.e.d.
(1.20) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, ÃgM`E be a complete subspace.
Let x c E. Then there exist two uniquely determined elements Mx  c M, ^Mx c M
z
such that x = 
^
+ MM xx .
(1.21) Definition: Let E be a linear space over K={R,C}, let F and G be linear subspaces of
E. E is the direct sum of F and G if
1) for each x c E we find xF c F and xG c G with x=xF+xG
2) F3G={0}
In this case we write E=F/G.
It follows easily from the definition that the decomposition x=y+z is unique, if  E=F/G
(1.22) Corollary: (orthogonal decomposition theorem):
Let H be a Hilbert space, M`H be closed subspace. Then H=M/Mz.
Proof:
Mz is a closed subspace. Suppose h c M/Mz, then (hxh)=0 hence h=0. Thus M 3 Mz = {0}.
(1.20) completes the proof.
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It should be remarked that the hypothesis of the preceding corollary cannot be weakened, i.e.,
the corollary may fail if either M is not closed or H is not complete.
It is apparent from the orthogonal decomposition theorem that, given a closed linear
subspace M of a Hilbert space H, there exists precisely one linear subspace N of H so that
H=M/N and M z N, namely N=Mz, and that this subspace N is closed. If, however, we drop
the orthogonality requirement, then there may exist many linear subspaces N with H=M/N.
We now study orthonormal sets and in particular orthonormal bases in a Hilbert space
(1.23) Theorem: (Bessel inequality):
Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, I be a finite or at most countable set of
integers. Let (yj)j c I be an orthonormal set in E.
Then for each x c E 
å
˛ Ij
2
j )yx( [ yxy2.
Proof:
For any finite subset I0`I we have
0 [
2
jj
0
)yyx(x
å
˛
-
Ij
=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
--
åå
˛˛ 00
jjjj )yyx(x)yyx(x
IjIj
=yxy
2
-
2
j
0
)yx(
å
˛ Ij
q.e.d.
(1.24) Corollary: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, M`E be an orthonormal set. Then
for each x c E there exist at most countably many elements y c M such that (xxy)g0.
Proof:
Fix x c E, let e>0, then there exists m c N so that m [ 2
2
x
e
[ m+1.
Suppose there are m+1 elements y1, ..., ym+1 c M so that x(xxyj)xm e for j c {1, ..., m+1}, then
å
+
=
1
1
2
j )yx(
m
j
m (m+1)$e2 > yxy2 is contrary to Bessel inequality. For every x c E you find at
most a finite number of elements y c M, so that x(xxy)xm e. If one choses e =
k
1
, k c N, the
proof is done, x(xxy)xg0.
(1.25) Lemma: Let (H,( x )) be a Hilbert space, let (xj)j c N be an orthonormal system in H
and let (¹j)j c N ` K, then
1) 
å
¥
=
×
1
jx
j
ja  converges in H if and only if ¥<å
¥
=1
2
j
ja
2) 
åå
¥
=
¥
=
=×
1
2
2
1
jx
j
j
j
j aa
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3) If the sum 
å
¥
=
×
1
jx
j
ja  converges in H then this convergence is independent of
order
Proof:
ad 1)
Consider 
å
=
×=
m
j
j
1
jm x:y a : since
2
1
j
1
j
2
mn xxyy åå
==
×-×=-
m
j
j
n
j
j aa =
2
1
jxå
+=
×
n
mj
ja                 
       = ( )
å ååå
+= +=+=+=
××=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
××
n
mj
n
mk
kj
n
mj
j
n
mj
j
1 1
kj
1
j
1
j xxxx aaaa = å
+=
n
mj
j
1
2
a
(yn)n is a Cauchy sequence in H if and only if (am)m with am:= 
å
=
m
j
j
1
2
a  is a Cauchy sequence
in K.
ad 3)
å
¥
=1
2
j
ja < ¢ u å
¥
=1
2
j
ja = å
¥
=1
2
)(
j
jpa , o: NtN permutation. q.e.d.
(1.26) Theorem: Let (H,( x )) be a Hilbert space, M`H be an orthonormal set. Then
1) for every x c H the sum 
å
˛ My
y)yx(  converges in H where the sum is taken over all
y c M with (xxy)g0
2) x = 
å
˛ My
y)yx(  if x c M
3) x =
å
˛ My
y)yx(  if x c span(M)
Proof:
ad 1)
Given x c H, there are at most countably many y c M with (xxy)g0. Bessel’s inequality
implies: 22 xy)x( £
å
˛ My
Lemma (1.25) shows that 
å
˛ My
y)yx(  is convergent in H to some element x0 c H.
ad 2)
If x c M u x=(xxx)x=
å
˛ My
y)yx( =x0
ad 3)
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If x c span(M) then there are y1, ..., ym_M with x =
å
=
×
m
j
j
1
jya
u 
å
˛ My
y)yx( = ( ) ( ) xyyyyyyyyyy
1
jj
1
jj
1
j
1
j =×=×=×=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
××
ååå åå å
==˛ =˛ =
m
j
j
m
j
j
My
m
j
j
My
m
j
j aaaa
Consider the linear operator T: HtH with x x
å
˛ My
y)yx( , T is continuous since
( ) ( ) 221221
2
21
2
21 xxyxxyyxx)xT(x -£-=-=- åå
˛˛
BesselMyMy
From this one can easily deduce that x =
å
˛ My
y)yx(  if x c span(M). q.e.d.
We now can make a meaningful definition of orthonormal basis
(1.27) Definition: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space. A subset M`E is called an
orthonormal basis for E if
1) M is an orthonormal set in E
2) for each x c E we have x =
å
˛ My
y)yx(
We don’t need to mention the linear independence in the definition explicitly since an
orthonormal set of elements is always linearly independent. If E is a Hilbert space, then an
orthonormal set M`E is an orthonormal basis for E if and only if E=span(M) .
Orthonormal bases in a Hilbert space can be characterized as follows
(1.28) Theorem: Let (H,( x )) be a Hilbert space, M`H be an orthonormal set. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
1) M is an orthonormal basis for H
2) For each x c H we have x =
å
˛ My
y)yx(    (Fourier expansion)
3) For each x c H we have
å
˛
=
My
22 y)x(x    (Parseval’s relation)
4) For each x,x‘ c H we have (xxx‘) =
å
˛ My
)x’yy)(x(    (Parseval’s identity)
5) (xxy)=0 for all y c M implies x=0
6) M is maximal orthonormal set
Proof:
1) u 2) is evident
2) u 4) consequence of continuity
4) u 3) take x=x‘
3) u 5) if x c H with (xxy)=0 for all y c M u yxy2 =
å
˛ My
y)yx( =0 u x=0
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5) u 6) Suppose M0 is an orthonormal set with M`M0, suppose 0gx0_M0, x0 v M
  u (x0xy)=0 for all y c M0 hence (xxy)=0 for all y c M`M0 u x0=0 u contradiction
 6) u 1) Suppose span(M)gH, then x0 v span(M), x0g0, x0 c H, span(M) is a proper closed
   subspace of H. x0 c span(M)z u (x0xy)=0 for all y c M: contrary to the fact that M is
   maximal. q.e.d.
(1.29) Definition: Let (E,( x )) be an inner product space, M`E be an orthonormal set,
let x c E. Then the sum 
å
˛ My
y)yx(  is called the Fourier series of x with respect to
M. The numbers (xxy) are called the Fourier coefficients of x with respect to M.
The question whether a Hilbert space has an orthonormal basis, is answered by
(1.30) Theorem: Every Hilbert space has an orthonormal basis.
Proof:
Consider the collection & of orthonormal sets in H. We order & by inclusion, i.e. we say
M1<M2 if M1`M2, M1,M2 c &. & is partially ordered; it is also non-empty since if x c H is
any element of H, xg0, the set M0 consisting only of 
x
x
 is a orthonormal set. Now let (M
¹
)
¹
be a linearly ordered subset of &. Then U
a
a
M is an orthonormal set which contains each M
¹
and is thus an upper bound, for (M
¹
)
¹
. Since every linearly ordered subset of & has an upper
bound, we can apply Zorn’s lemma and conclude that & has a maximal element, i.e. an
orthonormal set not properly contained in any other orthonormal set.
q.e.d.
(1.31) Theorem: Any two orthonormal basis M and N of a Hilbert space have the same
cardinality.
Proof:
If one of the cardinalities xMx or xNx is finite, then H is a finite dinmensional Hilbert space.
So suppose xMx= ¢ and xNx= ¢. For x c M the set Sx:={y c N: (xxy)g0} is an at most
countable set. Hence U
M x 
xS
˛
= N, if not, there would exist z c N with z c U
M x 
xS
˛
, i.e. (zxx)=0
for all x c M and thus z=0 contrary to the fact that the zero element does not belong to a basis.
Since N= U
M x 
xS
˛
 we have xNx=x U
M x 
xS
˛
x[xMxxNx=xMx. The same argument gives
xMx[xNx, which implies equality. q.e.d.
(1.32) Definition: Let  (H,( x )) be a Hilbert space. If M={xj: j c I}`H (I = index set) is an
orthonormal basis of H, then the dimension of H is defined to be the cardinality of I
and is denoted by dim(H).
Examples:
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1) l2={(nj)j c N : ¥<
å
˛ Nj
j
2
x
} is a Hilbert space
(xxy):=
å
˛
×
Nj
jj hx  ek = ¼jk
2)   L2={f: [a,b]tC:
ò
¥<dt2f(t) } (f$g):=
ò
× dtg(t)f(t)
One useful result involving this concept is the following theorem
(1.33) Theorem: Let (H,( x )) be a Hilbert space. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
1) H is separable (i.e. there exists a countable set N`H with N =H)
2) H has a countable orthonormal basis M, i.e. dim(H) = xNx =x0.
Proof:
Suppose H is separable and let N be a countable set with H= N . By throwing out some of the
elements of N we can get a subcollection N0 of independent vectors whose span (finite linear
combinations) is the same as N.
This gives H= N = 0Nspan Nspan = . Applying the Gram-Schmidt procedure of this
subcollection N0 we obtain a countable orthonormal basis of H. Conversely if M={yj, j c N}
is an orthonormal basis for H then it follows from theorem (1.28) that the set of finite linear
combinations of the yj with rational coefficients is dense in H. Since this set is countable, H is
separable. q.e.d.
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§ 3 Isomorphisms
Most Hilbert spaces that arise in practise have a countable orthonormal basis. We will show
that such an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is just a disguised copy of the sequence space
l2.To some extent this has already been done in theorem (1.28)
(1.34) Theorem: Let (H,( x )) be a separable Hilbert space. If dim(H)=¢ (if dim(H)=n) then
there exists a one-to-one (=injective) mapping U: Htl2 (U: Ht(Kn,( x )))
[
å
=
×=
n
j 1
jj2 yx:y)(x  für x = (x1, ..., xn), y = (y1, ..., yn)] with the following properties:
1) U(x+y) = Ux+Uy
U(kx) = k$Ux for all x,y c H, k c K
2) (UxxUy)2 = (xxy), in particular yUxy2=yxy for x,y c H
Proof:
Suppose: dim(H)=¢, let (yj)j c N be an orthonormal basis of H. Take (ej)j c N ` l2
(e1=(1,0,...,0) , ej=(0,...,0,1,0,...,0) to be the canonical basis in l2. Take x c H,
x=
å
¥
=
×
1
jj y)yx(
j
, define U: Htl2 to be Ux:=
å
¥
=
×
1
jj e)yx(
j
, Uyk=ek
Since yxy2= ¥<
å
¥
=1
2
j )yx(
j
, yUxy2 = (UxxUx)=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
××
åå
¥
=
¥
= 1
jj
1
jj e)yx(e)yx(
jj
 = 
å å
¥
=
¥
=
××
1 1
2kjkj )e,(e)yx()yx(
j k
 =
2
1
2
j
1
jj x)yx()yx()yx( ==× åå
¥
=
¥
= jj
 u yUxy=yxy
(UxxUy) = y)x(y)y()yx()yy()yx(e)yy(e)yx(
)28.1(
1
jj
1
jj
1
kk
1
jj =×=×=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
××
åååå
¥
=
¥
=
¥
=
¥
= jjkj
u 2) for dim(H) = ¢
U is one-to-one (=injective) since Ux=Uy implies
( ) 0UyUxy)U(xy)U(xy)U(x)yxy(xyx 2222 22 =-=-=--=--=- ll  hence x=y
U is onto (=surjective), take (¹j)j c N c l2, define 
å
¥
=
×=
1
jyx
j
ja , x c H
u 
å
¥
=
×=
1
jeUx
j
ja = (¹j)j c N ;
also 
å å
¥
=
¥
=
=×=×=
1 1
kjkjk )y(y)yy()yx(
j j
kjj aaa q.e.d.
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This theorem clarifies what is meant by „disguised copy“. Intuitively, it says that by means of
the mapping U we may identify the elements of H and l2 in such a way that each of these
Hilbert spaces appears (algebraically and topologically) as a perfect copy of the other
Example:
L2={f:
ò
dx2f  exists}
(fxg):=
ò
× dxgf  L2xN with N={f: yfy2=0} is a Hilbert space
(1.35) Definition: Let H1, H2 be Hilbert spaces over K. Let D`H be a linear subspace.
A mapping A: DtH2 is called
1) linear, if A(k$x+l$y)=k$Ax+l$Ay
2) isometric (or an isometry) if (AxxAy)
2H
= (xxy)
1H
 for all x,y c D
3) an isometric isomorphism of H1 onto H2, if D=H1, A(H1)=H2, A is linear and
isometric
4) an automorphism if H1=H2 and A is an isometric isomorphism
H1 and H2 are called  isometric isomorphic if there exists an isometric isomorphism
T: H1tH2.
Obvious observations:
A :H1tH2 linear, isometric, then A is one-to-one:
yx-yy2 = (x-yxx-y) = (A(x-y)xA(x-y)) = (Ax-AyxAx-Ay) = yAx-Ayy2
A: H1tH2 isometric isomorphism, then A-1: H2tH1 is an isometric isomorphism.
(1.36) Corollary: Two separable Hilbert spaces are isometric isomorphic if and only if they
have the same dimension.
The statement of this corollary remains if the word „separable“ is omitted
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Chapter 2: Bounded linear operators
In this chapter we will study mappings of some subset D of a Hilbert space HgÃ into some
other Hilbert space H‘. In this context we get confronted with two familiar aspects of such
mappings: the algebraic aspect is well taken care of if the mapping A in question is linear. In
order that this requirement should make sense it is necessary that the subset D`H on which A
is defined be a linear subspace of H.
In order to be able to take care of the topological aspect we study two concepts for linear
mappings which will turn out to be closely related with each other: boundedness and
continuity
§1 Bounded linear mappings
(2.1) Definition: A linear mapping A: D`H1tH2 (H1,H2 Hilbert spaces, D`H1 linear
subspace) is called bounded if there is M>0 so that yAxy[M$yxy for all x c D.
If A: DtH2 is bounded and DgÃ, then the non-negative number
x
Ax
sup:A
0„
˛
=
x
Dx
  is called the norm of A.
Lb (D,H2) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators A: D`H1tH2
{The definition of a bounded linear mapping can easily be extended to the case where H1,H2
are normed linear spaces}
(2.2) Lemma: If A: D`H1tH2 is a bounded linear mapping, then
1) yAy= AxsupAxsup
11
Dx
x
Dx
x
˛
£
˛
=
=
2) yAxy[yAy$yxy for all x c D
Examples:
1) U: H1tH2 be an isometric isomorphism, U is bounded
yUy=1  and (UxxUy)=(xxy)
2) Let M`H be a closed linear subspace of the Hilbert space H. Given x c H, define
PM: HtM, xxPMx (PMx is the unique element of best approximation in M), then
PMx=x if x c M. PM2=PM
PM is linear: x c H u x = ^+ MM xx
)y(x)y(xyyxxyx MMMMMMMM ^^^^ +++=+++=+
u yPxPyxy)(xP MMMMM +=+=+
also: PM(kx) = k$PMx
1PxPxxxxxx M
2
M
2
M
2
M
2
M
2
MM
2
£Þ=‡+=+=
^^
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u 1PM =  since PMxM=xM; xM c M
PM is linear and bounded, PM2=PM, PM: HtM is onto. Also Id-PM: HtMz is linear,
(Id-PM)2 = Id-PM   ,   yId-PMy=1
(2.3) Definition: Let H1,H2 be inner product spaces, let D`H1 be a subset.
A mapping A: DtH2 is
1) said to be continuous at x0 c D if for every e>0 there exists ¼>0 such that
yA$x0-A$xy< e for all x c D with yx-x0y<¼
2) said to be  continuous on D if A is continuous at every point of D
This definition can also be extended to the case where H1,H2 are normed linear spaces. The
same is true for the following characterizations in case of linear mappings
(2.4) Theorem: Let H1,H2 be inner product spaces, let D`H1 be a linear subspace. For a
linear mapping A: DtH2 the following statements are equivalent:
1) A is bounded on D
2) A is continuous on D
3) A is continuous at x0=0
4) For every sequence (xn)n`D with 
¥fin
limyxny=0 we have 
¥fin
limyA$xny=0
5) For every sequence (xn)n`D converging to some x0 c D we have
¥fin
limyA$xn-A$x0y=0
Proof:
1) u 2):
A bounded implies the existence of M>0 with yA$xy[M$yxy for all x c D, hence
yA$x-A$yy=yA$(x-y)y[M$yx-yy implies 2)
2) u 3)
obvious, since x0=0 c D
3) u 4)
Given a sequence (xn)n`D with 
¥fin
limyxny=0; given e>0, there exists ne c N so that yxny<¼ for
nmn
e
, ¼ chosen as in definition (2.2).
Then yAxny< e for all n¼ which gives 
¥fin
limyAxny=0
4) u 5)
simple, if one considers (xn-x)n c N
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5) u 1)
Suppose A is not bounded, then for every n c N one can find yn c D, yng0 with
yA$yny>n2$yyny, define zn:=
n
n
y
y
 u yA$zny>n2, consider xn:=
n
zn
u 
¥fin
limyxny=
n
z
lim n
¥fin
=0, but yA$xny>n. q.e.d.
As soon as one thinks of a linear mapping one also has to think of its particular domain. The
following example indicates that this may have something to do with unboundedness of the
mapping in question.
Examples:
H=l2, D:={(xk)k c N c l2: xkg0 for at most finitely many k c N} is a linear subspace
A: Dtl2 A(xk):=(k$xk)k, A is linear,
take  ej=(¼jk)k c N with ¼jk=
î
í
ì
„
=
kj0
kj1
je
A =y(k$¼jk)k c Ny= j A is unbounded
On the other hand, any bounded linear mapping A: D`H1tH2 can be extended to a bounded
linear mapping 2HD :A fi , so the domain of bounded linear mappings can always be
assumed to be a Hilbert space
(2.5) Theorem: Let H1,H2 be Hilbert spaces, let D`H1 be a linear subspace. For every
bounded linear operator A: DtH2 there exists a unique bounded linear operator
A : DtH2 with
1)   A$x= A $x for x c D and
2)   yA y=yAy
Proof:
Let x  c D , then there exists a sequence (xn)n c N`D with 
¥fin
limyxn- x y=0. The sequence
(A$xn)n c N is a Cauchy sequence in H2 since yA$xn-A$xmy=yA$(xn-xm)y[yAy$yxn-xmy.
Since H2 is complete, (A$xn)n c N converges to some element xy  in H2. If (yn)`D with
¥fin
limyyn-xny, then yA$yn-A$xny[yAy$yyn-xny[yAy$(yyn-xy+yxn-xy)
¥fi
fi
n
0.
Define A : DtH2 by A $x :=
¥fin
lim A$xn if 
¥fin
limyxn- x y=0 , A  is linear (easy to verify!)
A  is bounded since yA$xny[yAy$yxny and 
¥fin
limxyxny-y x yx[
¥fin
limyxn- x y=0 imply
yA $ x y[yAy$y x y which gives yA y[yAy.
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On the other hand yA y=
Dx ˛
supyA $xym
1
sup
=
˛
x
Dx
yA$xy=yAy
u 1) and 2)
Uniqueness of A :
If B: DtH2 is a bounded linear operator on D  with B$x=A$x for x c D, take x  c D , choose
sequence (xn)n c N`D with 
¥fin
limyxn- x y=0,
then yB$ x - A $ x y[yB$ x -B$xny+yB$xn- A $x y=yB$ x -B$xny+yA$xn- A $ x y
   [yBy$y x -xny+yAy$y x -xny
¥fi
fi
n
0. q.e.d.
(2.6) Lemma: Let H1,H2 be inner product spaces, let DA`H1, DB`H1 be linear subspaces.
If A: DAtH2 and B: DBtH2 are linear, then A+B: DA 3 DB t H2 defined by
(A+B)x:=Ax+Bx and k$A: DAtH2 defined by (kA)(x):=k$Ax are linear. Let DC`H2
be a linear subspace, C: DCtH3 be a linear operator if H3 is another inner product
space, then  the operator C$A defined by (C$A)$x:=C$(A$x) for all x c DA with A$x c
DC is linear also.
This theorem shows that in general case we ought to be careful about the domains of these
operators
(2.7) Definition: Let H1,H2 be inner product spaces. DA`H1, DB`H1 be linear subspaces.
A: DAtH2 and B: DBtH2 are said to be equal if DA=DB and A$x=B$x for x c
DA=DB.
(2.8) Theorem: Let H1,H2,H3 be inner product spaces, DA`H1, DB`H1, DC`H2 be linear
subspaces. Let A: DAtH2, B: DBtH2 and C: DCtH3 be bounded linear operators
then
1) yA+By[yAy+yBy
2) yk$Ay=xkx$yAy
3) yC$Ay[yCy$yAy
Proof:
For x c DA 3 DB we have y(A+B)xy[yAxy+yBxy[(yAy+yBy)x.
For x c DA we have y(kA)xy=xkx$yAxy[xkx$yAy$yxy
For x c DA with Ax c DC one has yCAxy[yCy$yAxy[yCy$yAy$yxy q.e.d.
(2.9) Theorem: Let H1 be an inner product space, H2 be a Hilbert space, D`H1 be linear
subspace. The set Lb(D,H2) of all bounded linear operators on D is complete (Banach
space) with respect to yAy for A c Lb(D,H2).
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Proof:
Let (An)n c N ` Lb(D,H2) be a Cauchy sequence, i.e. 
¥fimn,
lim yAn-Amy=0. Consider (An$x)n c N,
x c D, (An$x)n is a Cauchy sequence in H2 since yAn$x-Am$xy=y(An-Am)$xy[yAn-Amy$yxy
which converges in H2.
Define A: DtH2 by A$x:=
¥fin
lim An$x for x c D. A is linear and bounded, because of
yA$xy=
¥fin
limyAn$xy[
¥fin
limyAny$yxy[M$yxy
It remains to show that 
¥fin
limyAn-Ay=0:
Given e>0 we can find n
e
 c N such that yAn-Amy< e for all n,m m ne
u x c D: yAn$x-Am$xy[yAn-Amy$yxy<e$yxy
¥fi
Þ
m
 yA$xn-A$xy[e$yxy for all nmne. q.e.d.
Two special cases: 1)   Lb(H,H)
2)   Lb(H,K)=:H‘ (dual of H)
(2.10) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space, D`H be a subset. A mapping A: DtH is called
1) an operator in H
2) an operator on H, if D=H
(2.11) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space. Let (An)n c N and (Bn)n c N be sequences of
bounded linear operators on H with 
¥fin
lim An=A (i.e. 
¥fin
limyAn-Ay=0) and 
¥fin
lim Bn=B.
Then 
¥fin
lim An$Bn=A$B.
Proof:
yA$B-An$Bny[yA$B-An$By+yAn$B-An$Bny[yA-Any$yBy+yAny$yB-Bny and
xyAny-yAyx[yAn-Ay. q.e.d.
(2.12) Definition: Let H1,H2 be Hilbert spaces. An operator A c Lb(H1,H2) is called
invertible if there exists an operator B c Lb(H2,H1) such that A$B=Id 2H  and B$A=
Id
1H
. We denote the inverse of A by A-1.
(2.13) Theorem: Let H1,H2 be Hilbert spaces. An invertible bounded linear operator
A: H1tH2 is one-to-one and maps H1 onto H2. The inverse of A is unique.
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Proof:
Suppose A-1 and B are inverses of A. Then we conclude
Bx = IdHBx = (A-1A)Bx = A-1(AB)x = A-1IdHx = A-1x for all x c H2
From AA-1 =
2H
Id  we conclude that A maps H1 onto H2; for every y c H2 we have
y = (AA-1)y = A(A-1y). From AA-1 =
1H
Id  we deduce that A is one-to-one:
for Ax1=Ax2 we get x1 = (A-1A)x1 = A-1(Ax1) = A-1(Ax2) = (A-1A)x2 = x2 q.e.d.
Remark:
Consider lp={(xn)n c N: ¥<
å
¥
=0
p
kx
k
}, define
yxyp:=
p
1
0
p
kx ÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
å
¥
=k
 for 1<p<¢, then lp‘=lq is the dual of lp
lp‘‘=lq‘=lp       1
q
1
p
1
=+
l1‘=l¢  but  c0‘=l1. We will show H‘=H thus H‘‘=H‘=H
(2.14) Definition: Let H be an inner product space over K={R,C}. A linear mapping of H
into K is called a linear functional on H.
The set of all bounded linear functionals on H, Lb(H,K), will be denoted H‘ and is
called the dual of H.
T: XtY T‘: Y‘t X‘
y‘xT’y‘ with T’y‘(x)=<x,T’y‘>=<Tx,y‘>
Theorem (2.8) in particular states that H‘ is a Banach space. The following theorem shows
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a Hilbert space and its dual
(2.15) Theorem: (Riesz-representation theorem):
Let H be a Hilbert space over K={R,C}.
1) If x c H, then fx: HtK defined by fx(y):= (yxx) is a bounded linear functional on
H with yfxy=yxy
2) Given x‘ c H‘=Lb(H,K). Then there exists a unique element x c H such that fx=x‘,
i.e. (yxx)=x‘(y) for all y c H. Also yxy=yx‘y.
Proof:
ad 1)
fx(¹1$y1+¹2$y2)=(¹1$y1+¹2$$y2xx)=¹1(y1xx)+¹2(y2xx)=¹1fx(y1)+¹2fx(y2) u fx is linear.
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xfx(y)x=x(yxx)x[yyy$yxy u yfxy=
1
sup
=y
xfx(y)x[yxy
and also yxy2 = (xxx) =xfx(x)x
ad 2)
We consider N={y c H: x‘(y)=0}, N is a linear subspace of H, N is closed since for any
sequence (yn)n c N in N with 
¥fin
limyyn-yy=0 we have
xx‘(y)-x‘(yn)x=xx‘(y-yn)x=yx‘y$yy-yny t 0     ; n t ¢.
x‘(y)=
¥fin
lim x‘(yn)=0.
If N=H, i.e. x‘(y)=0 for all y c H, then take x=0. x‘(y)=0=(yx0).
If Ng0, then there exists x0 c H, x0 v N, yx0y=1, x0 z N. As a consequence we have x‘(x0)g0.
Define x:= 00 x)(xx’ × , then x z N. For every y c N we have y=
434214434421
^
˛
˛
+
N
2
0
N 
2
0
x
)(xx’
(y)x’
x
)(xx’
(y)x’
-y
since 0)(xx’)(xx’
)(xx’
(y)x’(y)x’(x)x’
)(xx’
(y)x’(y)x’x
)(xx’
(y)x’yx’ 002
0
2
0
2
0
=××-=×-=
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×- .
u (yxx)=
)xx()(xx’)(xx’
)(xx’
(y)x’
x)(x
)(xx’
(y)x’0x)(x
)(xx’
(y)x’
xx
)(xx’
(y)x’y 00002
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
×××=×+=×+
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
×-
= x‘(y) for y c H.
u fx(y) = (yxx) = x‘(y) c N u fx=x‘.
Uniqueness:
If xˆ  c H such that (yx xˆ )=x‘(y) for y c H u (yx xˆ -x) = (yx xˆ )- (yxx) = x‘(y)-x‘(y) = 0
u x= xˆ . q.e.d.
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§ 2 Adjoint operators
Not every bounded linear operator A on a Hilbert space H has an inverse, but A always has a
twin brother A* of some other sort, connected with A by the equation (Axxy) = (xxA*y) for
x,y c H.
To see this, let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C} and A a bounded linear operator on H.
For given x c H we define x‘ by x‘(y):=(Ayxx) for y c H. Clearly x‘ is bounded linear
functional on H, i.e. x‘ c H‘, since for all y c H xx‘(y)x=x(Ayxx)x[yAyyyxy[yAyyyyyxy
hence yx‘y[yAyyxy. Thus by the Riesz representation theorem (2.14) there exists a unique
zx c H such that (yxzx) = x‘(y) = (Ayxx) for all y c H.
This leads to the following definition
(2.16) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space. Let A c Lb(H,H). Then the Hilbert space
adjoint A* of A is the mapping A*: HtH defined by A*y:=zy, y c H, where zy is the
unique element in H, so that (Axxy)=(xxzy) (= (xxA*y)).
(2.17) Theorem: Let A,B c Lb(H,H), k c K. Then
1) A* is a bounded linear operator on H with yA*y=yAy
2) (A*xxy)=(xxAy)
3) A**:=(A*)*=A
4) (k$A)*=
l
$A*
5) (A+b)*=A*+B*
6) (AB)*=B*A*
7) if A is invertible then so is A* with (A*)-1 = (A-1)*
8) yA*Ay=yAy2
(2.18) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C}. A bounded linear operator A on
H is called
1) selfadjoint or hermitesch, if A=A*
2) unitary (or orthogonal if K=R) if A$A* = A*$A = IdH
3) normal if A*$A = A$A*
Obviously selfadjoint bounded linear operators as well as unitary ones are normal
Examples:
1) A=2$i-IdH u A*$A = (2$i$IdH)*$(2$i$IdH) = -2$i$IdH$2$i$IdH = (2$i$IdH)$(-2$i$IdH) = A$A*
u A is normal
A is neither selfadjoint nor unitary
2)    Ar: l2tl2 with (¹1,¹2,¹3,...)x (0,¹1,¹2,¹3,...) right shift operator
       Al: l2tl2 with (¹1,¹2,¹3,...)x (¹2,¹3,¹4,...) left shift operator
a=(¹j)j b=(ºj)j
(Ar$axb) = ((0,¹1,¹2,...)x(º1,º2,...)) =
å
¥
=
+×
1
1
j
jj ba = (axAl$b) u Ar*=Al
Ar*$Ar = Al$Ar = Id
2l
Ar$Ar*(¹1,¹2,¹3,...) = Ar$Al = Ar$(¹2,¹3,...) = (0,¹2,¹3,...) g Id
2l
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Our first general results about selfadjoint operators are given in
(2.19) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space over K={R,C}. Let A c Lb(H,H).
1) If A is selfadjoint, then (Axxx) c R
2) If K=C and if (Axxx) c R for all x c H, then A is selfadjoint
Proof:
ad 1)
A=A* u (Axxx) = (xxA*x) = (xxAx) = )xAx(  u (Axxx) c R
ad 2)
K=C and (Axxx) c R
(A*xxx) = ( ) ( )xAxx*Ax =  = (Axxx) c R for all x c H
Consequently ((A-A*)xxx) = (xx(A*-A)x) = ( ) ( ) ( )xAxxx*Axx)A*A( -=-
= (A*xxx)–(Axxx) = –((A-A*)xxx)
u ((A*-A)xxx)=0 for all x c H
u A*=A by the following result q.e.d.
(2.20) Theorem: Let H be a complex Hilbert space, let S,T c Lb(H,H). Then
1) (Txxx)=0 for all x c H implies T=0
2) (Txxx)=(Sxxx) for all x c H implies S=T
Proof:
ad 1)
To show: (Txxx)=0 implies (Txxy)=0 for all x,y c H. Let x,y c H:
0=(T(x+y)xx+y)=
321321
00
)yTy()yTx()xTy()xTx(
==
+++ =(Tyxx)+(Txxy)
u (Tyxx)= –(Txxy)
u (T(iy)xx) = –(Txxiy)
u 0 = (T(iy)xx) + (Txxiy) = i$(Tyxx)-i$(Txxy)
u (Tyxx) = (Txxy)
u (Txxy) = –(Tyxx) = –(Txxy)
u (Txxy) = 0 for all x,y c H
u 0 = (TxxTx) = yTxy2 u Tx=0; x c H
ad 2)
simple q.e.d.
(Txxx) is called the quadratic form of T
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(2.21) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C}. Let A be a selfadjoint operator
on H. Then yAy= ( )xAxsupAxsup
11 ==
=
xx
Proof:
x(Axxx)x[yAxy$yxy[yAy$ yxy2
u ( )xAxsup
1=x
 [ yAy
Define n(A):= ( )xAxsup
1=x
, then n(A)< ¢; let k>0 then
4$yAxy2 = 
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ç
ç
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××-×
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ö
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÷
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ö
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Œ
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Ø
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22
l
l
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l
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l
case 1: yAxy=0 u 0 [ n(A)$yxy2
 u yAxy [ n(A) for all x c H, yxy=1
case 2: yAxyg0, take k =
x
Ax
u 4$yAxy2 [ 2$n(A)$[yAxy$yxy+yAxy$yxy] = 4$n(A)$yAxy$yxy
u yAxy [ n(A)$yxy u yAy [ n(A) q.e.d.
This theorem shows that the quadratic form of a selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space
determines the norm of this operator.
A final simple, but useful result about selfadjoint operators is given in
(2.22) Theorem: Let H be a complex Hilbertspace. Let T c Lb(H,H). Then there exist
uniquely determined (bounded) selfadjoint opeartors A c Lb(H,H), B c Lb(H,H), so
that T=A+i$B. The operator T is normal if and only if AB=BA.
Proof:
Define A:= ( ) ( ) T*)-(T
2
*T-T
2
1
:B  ,  *TT
2
1
×-=×
×
=+×
i
i
Then A=A* and B=B*
If T=C+D$i u T*=C*-i$D*=C-i$D
u T+T*=2$C u C= AT*)(T
2
1
=+×
     T-T*=2$i$D u D= BT*)-(T
2
1
=×
× i
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If T is normal
u A$B= T*)(T
2
1
+× $ T*)-(T
2
1
×
× i
= ( ) ( )2222 (T*)-T
4
1
-(T*)*TT-T*TT
4
1
×
×
=××+×
× ii
     B$A= ( ) ( )2222 (T*)-T
4
1
-(T*)*TTT*T-T
4
1)T*T(
2
1)T*T(
2
1
×
×
=×+××
×
=+××-×
× iii
u A$B=B$A
If A$B=B$A
u T$T*= (A+i$B)$(A*-i$B*) = (A+i$B)$(A-i$B) = A2+i$B$A-i$B$A+B2 = ... = T*$T q.e.d.
Let us pay our attention to normal operators. A result similar to (2.19) is given by
(2.23) Theorem: (compare 2.19):
Let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C}. Let A c Lb(H,H)
1) If A is normal then yAxy=yA*xy for all x c H
2) If K=C and if yAxy=yA*xy for all x c H, then A is normal
Proof:
ad 1)
A*A=AA* implies
yAxy2 = (AxxAx) = (xxA*Ax) = (xxAA*x) = (xxA**A*x) = (A*xxA*x) = yA*xy2
ad 2)
If K=C and yAxy=yA*xy for all x c H, then yAxy2 = (AxxAx) = (A*Axxx) and
yA*xy2 = (A*xxA*x) = (AA*xxx), hence (AA*xxx) = (A*Axxx) for x c H.
By theorem (2.19) we have AA*=A*A q.e.d.
(2.24) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C}. Let A c Lb(H,H). Then the
following statements are equivalent:
1) A is unitary
2) A is surjective (=onto) and yAxy=yxy, x c H
3) A is onto and one-to-one, and A-1 = A*
Proof:
1) u 2)
yAxy2 = (AxxAx) = (A*Axxx) = (xxx) = yxy2
AA*=Id=A*A given „onto“
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2) u 3)
x,y c H
2) u 
222222
2
y-x
2
yx
2
y-xA
2
yxA
2
Ay-Ax
2
AyAx
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+
u (AxxAy) = (xxy) by using polarization identity
u (A*Axxy) = (AxxAy) = (xxy) u A*A = IdH
yAxy=yxy implies that A is one-to-one
u A-1 exists (since A is onto)
u A-1 = A*
3) u 1)
A-1 = A*
u IdH = A-1A = A*A and IdH = AA-1 = AA* q.e.d.
It is perhaps worth to mention explicitly that a unitary operator preserves inner products, i.e.
(AxxAy) = (xxy), x,y c H. In particular, every unitary operator is an isometry.
Note that in defining a unitary operator it is not enough to require only that either A*A=IdH
or AA*=IdH. For instance, the shift operator on l2 is an operator such that A*A=IdH.
However it is not unitary since it is not onto (=surjective).
The general reason for each of the equations A*A=IdH or AA*=IdH alone not being enough
to imply A to be unitary is as follows: for infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces H a bounded
linear operator A on H must be bijective (=onto and one-to-one) in order to be sure that A-1
exists and is a bounded linear operator on H. If H is a finite dimensional Hilbert space then
injectivity and surjectivity of linear operators are equivalent.
Why should selfadjoint and normal operators be so interesting? There is a large class of very
special and simple bounded selfadjoint operators, namely the projection operators which will
be studied in the next section. Every bounded selfadjoint operator on H (in fact even every
unbounded selfadjoint operator on H) can be built up in some sense with the help of
projections. This is the central result of spectral theory. The point here is that every bounded
linear operator A on H is a linear combination of two bounded selfadjoint operators B and C
an H which even commute, i.e. satisfy BC=CB, if A is normal (theorem (2.21))
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§ 3 Projection operators
An important class of operators on Hilbert spaces is that of the orthogonal projections
(2.25) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space over K c {R,C}. A bounded linear operator
P on H is called
1) a projection if P2 = P
2) an orthogonal projection if P2 = P and P* = P
Note that the range Ran(P)=P(H) of a projection on a Hilbert space H always is a closed
linear subspace of H on which P acts like the identity. If in addition P is orthogonal, then P
acts like the zero operator on (Ran(P))z. If x=y+z with y c Ran(P) and z c Ran(P)z, is the
decomposition guaranteed by the projection theorem, then Px=y. Thus the projection theorem
sets up a one-to-one correspondence between orthogonal projections and closed linear
subspaces. This correspondence will be clarified in the following theorem
(2.26) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space M`H be a subset. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
1) M is a closed linear subspace
2) There exists a unique orthogonal projection P c Lb(H,H) with Ran P = P(H) = M
Proof:
1) u 2)
Define PM: HtM by PMx:=xM, where xM is the unique element of best approximation in M
with respect to x c H. PM is linear and PM(x)=x for x c M u PM2(x)=PM(x), i.e. PM2=PM,
also yPMy=1;
take x c H, y c H, x =
^
+ MM xx , y = ^+ MM yy .
To show: (PMxxy) = (xxPMy)
(PMxxy) = (PM( ^+ MM xx )x ^+ MM yy ) = ( Mx x ^+ MM yy ) = ( Mx x My ) + ( Mx x ^My )
   = ( Mx x My ) = ( Mx x My ) + ( ^Mx x My ) = ( ^+ MM xx xPMy) = (xxPMy)
u PM*  = PM.
Uniqueness: take Q c Lb(H,H) with Q2 = Q = Q* and Ran Q = M. To show: PM = Q.
1) {x c H: PMx=x} = Ran PM = M = Ran Q = {x c H: Qx=x}
since {x c H: PMx=x} ` Ran PM = M and if x c Ran PM then x = PMz (for some element z)
u PMx = PM2z = PMz = x
u Ran PM ` {x c H: PMx=x}
2) {x c H: PMx=0} = (Ran PM)z = Mz = (Ran Q)z = {x c H: Qx=0}
PMx=0 u (PMyxx) = (yxPMx) = 0 for all y c H u x c (Ran PM)z
if x c Mz = (Ran PM)z u (yxPMx) = (PMyxx) = 0 for al y c H put y:=PMx
u 0 = (PMxxPMx) = yPMxy2 u PMx=0
Let x c H, x =
^
+ MM xx  u PMx = PM( ^+ MM xx ) = Mx  = Q( ^+ MM xx ) = Qx
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2) u 1)
Ran P = M is a linear subspace; to show: M is closed by showing M=Nz for some set N`H
(theorem 1.15)
P is bounded , linear u IdH-P is linear and bounded,
define N:=(IdH-P)(H) = Ran (Id-P).
If x c M = Ran P u x = Pu for some u c H; if y c N = Ran (Id-P) u y=(Id-P)v
for some v c H
u (xxy) = (Pux(Id-P)v) *PP== (uxP(Id-P)v) = (uxPv-P2v)
2PP=
= (uxPv-Pv) = 0
M`Nz: Conversely if x c Nz, then for any y c H: (Id-P)y c N
u 0 = (xx(Id-P)y) = (xxy-Py) = (xxy) – (xxPy) = (xxy) – (Pxxy) = ((Id-P)xxy)
in particular: y = (Id-P)x u y(Id-P)xy=0
u x=Px c Ran P = M u M=Nz. q.e.d.
It is because of this characterization that one speaks of the orthogonal projection P onto the
closed linear subspace M`H.
It is easily verified that a bounded linear operator P on a Hilbert space is an orthogonal
projection if and only if IdH-P is an orthogonal projection, and that for an orthogonal
projection P always Ran(P)=(Ran(IdH-P))z and (Ran(IdH-P))=(Ran(P))z. These observations
combined with the orthogonal decomposition theorem (1.22) immediately yield
(2.27) Theorem: If P c Lb(H,H) is an orthogonal projection on H,
then H = RanP / (Ran P)z = Ran P / Ran (Id-P) and Ran (Id-P) z Ran P.
We now study the question under what circumstances the product, sum and difference of two
orthogonal projections again is an orthogonal projection. We start with the product of two
orthogonal projections
(2.28) Theorem: Let P and Q be orthogonal projections on H. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
1) PQ = QP
2) PQ is an orthogonal projection
3) QP is an orthogonal projection
Proof:
1) u 2)
(PQ)* = Q*P* = QP = PQ   and   PQPQ = PPQQ = P2Q2 = PQ
2) u 1)
QP = Q*P* = (PQ)* = PQ
the same with 3) q.e.d.
(2.29) Corollary: If PQ is an orthogonal projection, then PQ is an orthogonal projection onto
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M 3 N if M=P(H), N=Q(H).
Let us turn to the sum of two orthogonal projections
(2.30) Theorem: Let P and Q be orthogonal projections on H with M:=P(H) =Ran P and
N:=Q(H) = Ran Q. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) M z N
2) P(N) = {0}
3) Q(M) ={0}
4) PQ = 0
5) QP = 0
6) P+Q is an orthogonal projection
Proof:
1) u 2)
N z M u N`Mz u P(N) = {0} (see 2.27)
2) u 4)
x c H u Qx c N u PQx=0
4) u 6)
(P+Q)* = P*+Q* = P+Q   and   (P+Q)2 = (P+Q)(P+Q) = P2+QP+PQ+Q2 = P2+Q2 = P+Q
6) u 1)
x c M u yxy2 m y(P+Q)xy2 = ((P+Q)xx(P+Q)x) = ((P+Q)2xxx) + ((P+Q)xxx)
= (Pxxx)(Qxxx) 
M x ˛
= (xxx) + (Qxxx) = yxy2 + (Q2xxx) = yxy2 + (QxxQx)
= yxy
2
 + yQxy2 u yQxy=0
u for y c N, x c M (xxy) = (xxQy) = (Qxxy) = 0 u M z N q.e.d.
(2.31) Corollary: If P+Q is an orthogonal projection, then P+Q is an orthogonal projection
onto M+N with M=P(H)=Ran P and N=Q(H)=Ran Q.
In view of the equivalence of (1), (4) and (6), the projections P and Q are called orthogonal to
each other (denoted by P z Q) if PQ=0, or, equivalently, QP=0. Finally we come to the
dfference of two orthogonal projections which in particular takes care of the orthogonal
projection Id-P if  P is an orthogonal projection.
(2.32) Theorem: Let P and Q be orthogonal projection on H with M=P(H)=Ran P and
N=Q(H)=Ran Q. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) M ` N
2) QP = P
3) PQ = P
4) yPxy [ yQxy for all x c H
5) ((Q-P)xxx) m 0 for all x c H
6) (Qxxx) m (Pxxx) for x c H
7) Q-P is an orthogonal projection
Proof:
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1) u 2)
If x c H then Px c M`N and QPx=Px
2) u 3)
PQ = P*Q* = (QP)* = P* = P
3) u 7)
trivial: (Q-P)* = Q-P and (Q-P)2 = (Q-P)
7) u 5) (w 6)
((Q-P)xxx) = ((Q-P)2xxx) = ((Q-P)xx(Q-P)x) = y(Q-P)xy2 m 0
5) u 4)
yQxy2 - yPxy2 = (QxxQx) – (PxxPx) = (Q2xxx) - (P2xxx) = (Qxxx) – (Pxxx)
 = ((Q-P)xxx) m 0
4) u 1)
x c M u yxy = yPxy [ yQxy = yxy u yxy=yQxy if xg0
then yxy2 = y Nx y
2
 + y
^Nx y
2
 = yQxy2 + y
^Nx y
2
u y
^Nx y= 0 u ^Nx = 0
u x = Nx  c N q.e.d.
(2.33) Corollary: If Q-P is an orthogonal projection, then Q-P is an orthogonal projection
onto N-M:= N 3 Mz.
Proof:
Q-P = Q-QP = Q(Id-P) is the orthogonal projection onto N 3 Mz by corollary (2.29) q.e.d.
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§ 4 Baire’s Category Theorem and Banach-Steinhaus-Theorem
There probably is no theorem in functional analysis which is more boring on one side but
more powerful on the other side. In order to be able to present Baire’s category theorem in a
general form we need some notation
(2.34) Definition:
1) Let XgÃ be a set. A mapping d: X % X t R is called a metric if it has the
following properties:
(M1) d(x,y)m0 for x,y c X
(M2) d(x,y)=0 if and only if x=y
(M3) d(x,y)=d(y,x)
(M4) d(x,y)[d(x,z)+d(z,y)
(X,d) is called a metric space
2) A metric space (X,d) is called complete if every sequence (xn)n c N ` X with
0)x,d(xlim mn
,
=
¥fimn
 converges, i.e.: there is an element x c X so that
0x),d(xlim n =
¥fin
3) Let M be a subset of (X,d). A point x c X is called a limit point of M, if for every
r>0 Br(x) 3 (M \ {x}) g Ã where Br(x):={y c (X,d): d(x,y)<r}
4) M ` (X,d) is called closed if M contains all its limit points ( M = M)
If (X,y.y) is given, then d(x,y):=yx-yy is a metric on X.
(2.35) Theorem: (Baire’s Category Theorem):
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, let Fn`X be closed subsets of X, n c N, so that
X=U
N n 
nF
˛
. Then at least one Fn contains a closed ball (hence an open ball).
Proof:
Idea: Suppose X=U
N n 
nF
˛
, Fn= nF  and each subset Fn contains no closed ball.
Let n c N, if Br(x0)={y c X: d(x0,y)[r}, then 2rB (x0) contains an element xn v Fn; since Fn is
closed, there exists 0<rn< 2
r
 so that 
nrB (xn) 3 Fn = Ã and nrB (xn) ` rB (x0) since
d(y,x0) [ d(y,xn) + d(xn,x0) [ rn + 2
r
< r for y c 
nrB (xn).
We start with 1B (x0) an arbitrary closed ball of radius 1. We find 1B r (x1) ` 1B (x0) with
1B r (x1) 3 F1 = Ã and r1< 2
1
.
We also find 2rB (x2) ` 1B r (x1) with 2rB (x2) 3 F2 = Ã and r2< 22
1
. By induction we find a
sequence ( jrB (xj))j c N of closed balls with 1jrB + (xj+1) ` jrB (xj), jrB (xj) 3 Fj = Ã, rj< j2
1
.
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Now (xj)j is a Cauchy sequence in X since for n,m m N we have xn,xm c NrB (xN),
d(xn,xm) [ 2-N + 2-N = 21-N t 0 for N t ¢.
Since (X,d) is complete, we find x c X with x= jxlim
¥fij
 ( 0)xd(x,lim j =
¥fij
). Since xn c 
Nr
B (xN)
for nmN, we have x c NrB (xN) ` 1-NrB (xN-1)
u x v FN-1 for any N, contradicting X=U
N  j
jF
˛
. q.e.d.
One of the most important consequences is the principle of uniform boundedness which we
state in a special form
(2.36) Theorem: (Banach-Steinhaus, principle of uniform boundedness):
Let X be a Banch space, Y be a normed linear space. Let (Aj)j be a sequence of
bounded linear operators, Aj c Lb(X,Y). If for each x c X there exists M with
Xj MxAsup £
j
, then there exists M>0 so that MAsup j £
j
.
Proof:
n c N, define Fn:={x c X: xAsup j
j
[ n}, then X= U
N n 
nF
˛
. Since An is bounded, Fn is closed.
At least one set Fn contains a closed (and hence open) ball. There exist N c N, y c FN and e>0,
so that yx-yy< e implies x c Fn.
-y has the same property. Since FN is convex, every n c X with yuy[ e implies
u = ( ) ( ) ( ) NNN FFF2
1
  yu
2
1yu
2
1
˝+˛
÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
-++ , i.e. yAjuy[ N for all j c N
u 
e
NAsup j
  j
£
˛ N
. q.e.d.
(2.37) Corollary: Let X be a Banach-space, Y be a normed linear space. If (Aj)j is a
sequence of operators Aj c Lb(X,Y), so that for each x c X there exists yx c Y with
xj yxAlim =
¥fij
, then the formula A: XtY with Ax:=yx defines a bounded linear
operator on X with yAy[ jAinflim
¥fij
.
Proof:
A is linear (easy to verify), (Ajx)j is a Cauchy sequence in Y for each x c X. By the triangle
inequality for the norm, (yAjxy)j is a Cauchy sequence in R which converges to yyxy=yAxy.
Therefore there exists M>0 with MAsup j £
j
.
Hence yAxy= xMxAinflimxAlim jj ×£×£
¥fi¥fi jj
q.e.d.
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Chapter 3: Spectral analysis of bounded linear operators
A linear operator A from a finite-dimensional linear space E into itself can always be
represented by some matrix (ajk)j,k and the coefficient vectors of the elements of E; the matrix
(ajk) and the coefficient vectors, of course, depend on the choice of a basis in E. For certain
types of such operators one can choose the basis in E in such a way that the matrix (aij) is a
diagonal matrix. This means that for example in the case where E is Cn, one can write
Ax =
å
=
m
j 1
jjj e)e x ( l  for x c Cn where e1,e2,...,em are certain linearly independent orthonormal
vectors in Cn, k1,...,km are the (not necessarily distinct) non-zero diagonal entries of the
matrix (aij), and m[n. This is the case, for instance, whenever the matrix corresponding to A
is equal to its conjugate transpose, i.e. whenever A is selfadjoint.
In this chapter a counterpart of this result for certain selfadjoint linear operators on an
arbitrary (infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space over C will be established. Throughout this
chapter any Hilbert space considered is supposed to be a complex Hilbert space
§1 The order relation for bounded selfadjoint operators
Recall that a bounded linear operator A on a Hilbert space H is selfadjoint if and only if
(Axxx) c R for all x c H (theorem (2.19)) and that for a selfadjoint operator A
yAy= ( )yAxsupx)(Ax sup
1x
1
H x ==
=
˛
=
y
x
(theorem (2.21))
With the help of the quadratic form (Axxx) we introduce an order relation on the set of all
bounded selfadjoint operators on H.
(3.1) Definition: Let A be a bounded linear selfadjoint operator on H. A is called
1) positive if (Axxx)m0 for each x c H   (we write Am0)
2) larger or equal to B if A-B is positive, i.e. (Axxx)m(Bxxx)   (we write AmB)
Examples:
1) PM: HtM orthogonal projection, then 0 [ PM [ IdH since
0 [ yPMxy2 = (PMxxPMx) = (PMxxx) [ yxy2 = (xxx) = (IdHxxx).
PM [ QN w M`N
2) A c Lb(H,H) u A*A and AA* are positive, A*A and AA* are not comparable
The following theorem justifies the use of the familiar notation [ for the relation between
bounded selfadjoint operators
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(3.2) Theorem: Let A,B and C be bounded selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space H. Let
¹,º c R, then
1) if A[B and B[C, then A[C
2) if A[B and B[A, then A=B
3) if A[B and ¹m0, then A+C[B+C and ¹$A[¹$B
4) A[A
5) If ¹[º, then ¹$A[º$A
[xxy]=(Axxy) with Am0 is a semi inner product (conditions (S2) – (S4) of (1.1), but not
(S1))
Because of Cauchy-Schwarz:
(3.3) Theorem: Let A be a positive bounded selfadjoint operator on H. Then
1) ([xxy])2 [ [xxx]$[yxy], i.e. (Axxy)2 [ (Axxx)$(Ayxy)
2) yAxy2 [ yAy$ (Axxx)
Proof:
ad 2)
yAxy4 = (AxxAx)2 [ (Axxx)$(A2xxAx) [ (Axxx)$yAy$yAxy2. Divided by yAxy2 the
statement is proved. q.e.d.
We want to prove the existence of a special decomposition for operators on a Hilbert space
which is analogous to the decomposition z=xzx$ei$arg(z) for complex numbers.
First we must describe a suitable analogue of the positive numbers
(3.4) Theorem: Let (Aj)j and B be bounded selfadjoint operators on H with
A1 [ A2 [ ... [ An [ ... [ B. Then there exists a bounded selfadjoint operator A on H, so
that An [ A [ B for all n c N and Ax =
¥fij
lim Ajx.
Proof:
A1 [ A2 [ ... [ An [ ... [ B u  B-An m An-Am m 0 (nmmm1)
u yAn-Amy= ( ) xx )A-(Asup mn
1x £
[ ( ) xx )A-(Bsup 1
1x £
=yB-A1y
u ( )
N  jj ) xx (A ˛  is increasing and has an upper bound, i.e. ( )jj ) xx (A  converges for
every x c H
u y(An-Am)xy2 
)3.3(
£ y(An-Am)y$ ((An-Am)xxx) [ yB-A1y$((An-Am)xxx)
1‡‡
fi
mn
0 (n,mt¢,
nmm)
u (Ajx)j is a Cauchy sequence in H for every x c H, Ajx converges to a unique element yx for
every x c H.
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Define A: HtH by Ax:= yx =
¥fij
lim Ajx.
A is linear. Banach-Steinhaus implies, that A is bounded.
x,y c H: (Axxy) =
¥fij
lim (Ajxxy) =
¥fij
lim (xxAjy) =  (xxAy)
u A is a bounded selfadjoint operator. With (Amxxx) [
mn
n
‡
¥fi
lim (Anxxx) = (Axxx) [ (Bxxx)
q.e.d.
(3.5) Lemma: Let A and B be selfadjoint operators on H. If A and B are positive, then
1) A+B is positive
2) AB is positive if AB=BA
Proof:
ad 2)
AB=BA u AB is selfadjoint (see (2.17)). To show: ABm0. Define a sequence (Bn)n c N of
linear operators by B1:=
B
B
, B2:= B1-B12, ..., Bn+1:= Bn-Bn2 ; n c N.
u Bn are bounded and selfadjoint (by induction)
(Bnxxx) = (Bn+1xxx) + (Bn2xxx) = (Bn+1xxx) + (BnxxBnx) > (Bn+1xxx) u Bn m Bn+1
u B1-Bn [ B1-Bn+1, to show: 0 [ Bn [ Id
0[B u 0 [ (Bxxx) = yBy$ (B1xxx) u B1m0 , 0 [ (Bxxx) [ yBy$yxy2 = yBy$ (xxx)
u B1[Id.
If 0 [ Bk [ Id then 0 [ ((Id-Bk)BkxxBkx) = (Bk2(Id-Bk)xxx) u 0 [ Bk2(Id-Bk)
Similarly (Id-Bk)2Bk m 0 u 0 [ Bk2(Id-Bk) + (Id-Bk)2Bk = ... = Bk-Bk2 = Bk+1,
also: 0 [ (Id-Bk) + Bk2 = Id-Bk+1 u 0 [ Bk+1 [ Id.
Since 11n1
1
1jj
1
2
j BB-BBBB £=-= +
=
+
=
åå
n
j
n
j
u ( ) ( ) ( ) xx B xx BxB x BxB 1
1
2
j
1
jj
1
2
j £== ååå
===
n
j
n
j
n
j
u 
¥fij
lim yBnxy= 0 for every x and 
¥fij
lim Bnx = 0
u B1x =
å
¥
=1
2
j xB
j
 for all x c H.
(ABxxx) = yBy$ (AB1xxx) = yBy$ ( ) ABAB
1
2
j
jj
 xx AB
=
¥
=
=
å
j
yBy$ ( )
å
¥
=1
jj  xx ABB
j
    = yBy$ ( ) 0xABx AB
1
jj ‡å
¥
=j
q.e.d.
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We now come to a result which is important for the decomposition of a bounded linear
operator as a product of a positive (selfadjoint bounded linear) operator and a unitary
operator
(3.6) Lemma: (Square root lemma):
Let A c Lb(H,H) be positive (and selfadjoint). Then there exists a unique B c Lb(H,H)
which is positive (and selfadjoint) and A=B2. Furthermore, any bounded linear
operator C with AC=CA commutes with B also.
Proof:
0 [ (Axxx) [ yAy$(xxx) u 0 [ A [ yAy$Id, we assume yAy[1 and 0 [ A [ Id.
Consider (Bn)n c N defined by B0=0, Bn+1=Bn+ ×2
1 (A-Bn2) ; n c N.
1) C c Lb(H,H) with CA=AC u B0C=CB0 and if BkC=CBk:
Bk+1C = Bk+ ×2
1 (A-Bk2)C = ... = CBk+1
u BnC=CBn for all n c N0 in particular: BnA=ABn for all n c N0.
m c N: BmB0=B0Bm if BmBk=BkBm u BmBk+1 = Bm$(Bk+ ×2
1 (A-Bk2)) = ... = Bk+1Bm
u BnBm = BmBn for all n,m c N0.
2) A and B0 are selfadjoint. If Bk is selfadjoint
u (Bk+1xxy) = (Bkxxy) + ×2
1 ((Axxy)-(Bk2xxy)) = (xxBk+1y) u Bn is selfadjoint
for all n c N0.
3) 0 [ ×
2
1 (Id-Bn)2 + ×2
1 (Id-A) = Id-Bn- ×2
1 (A-Bn2) = Id-Bn+1
u Bn+1 [ Id for all n c N0.
Bn-1Bn = BnBn-1 u ((Id-Bn+1)+(Id-Bn))$(Bn-Bn-1) = Bn+1-Bn 
by
induction
Þ Bn [ Bn+1 and B1 [ Id
u 0 [ B0 [ B1 [ B2 [ ... [ Bn [ ... [ Id
By (3.4) there exists B c Lb(H,H) with 
¥fin
lim Bnx and Bn [ B [ Id for all n c N0.
Bn+1=Bn+ ×2
1 (A-Bn2) 
¥fi
fi
n
 B=B+ ×
2
1 (A-B2) u A=B2 with AC=CA implying BC=CB
4) Uniqueness of B:
Bˆ  c Lb(H,H) be positive and 2Bˆ = A and . Bn are positive and commute with B
u Bn commute with Bˆ . Take x c H, define y:= (B- Bˆ )x
u (Byxy) + ( y y Bˆ ) = ((B+ )Bˆ yxy) = ((B2- 2Bˆ )xxy) = 0  since (Byxy)m0 and
( y y Bˆ )m0 u (Byxy) = ( y y Bˆ ) = 0
We can find positive R with RB=BR and B=R2
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u 0 = (Byxy) = (R2yxy) = yRyy2 u Ry=0
u 0 = R2y = By ; also yBˆ = 0
B , Bˆ  and B- Bˆ  are selfadjoint
u yBx- xBˆ y2 = ((B- )Bˆ xx(B- )Bˆ x) = ((B- )Bˆ xxy) = (xx(B- )Bˆ y) = 0
u Bx = xBˆ q.e.d.
(3.7) Corollary: Let A be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H. For A*A there
exists a unique positive operator xAx c Lb(H,H) so that xAx2 = AA*
xAx is often called the absolute value of A c Lb(H,H), we also write xAx:= A*A
In definition (1.35) we defined what is meant by a linear isometric operator in a Hilbert
space. If A: D`HtH is an isometrix linear operator, then in particular yAxy=yxy for all
x c D.  This implies that ker(A):={y c H: Ay=0}={0} and hence D = (ker(A))z. Also an
isometric linear operator A in H does not have to be onto. With these remarks in mind we
define
(3.8) Definition: A bounded linear operator U c Lb(H,H) on a Hilbert space H is called a
partial isometry if yUxy=yxy for all x c (Ker(U))z.
If U is a partial isometry u H = Ker(U) / (Ker(U))z = Ran(U) / (Ran(U))z
U: (Ker(U))z t Ran(U) is a unitary operator
U* is a partial isometry: U*: Ran(U) t (Ker(U))z
We now come to the announced decomposition
(3.9) Theorem: (polar decomposition):
Let A c Lb(H,H) be an operator on a Hilbert space H. Then there exists a partial
isometry U with the following properties:
1) A=UxAx
2) U: ( ) ( )ARanARan fi
3) U is unitary and an isometry on ( )ARan
4) Ker(A) = Ker(U) and Ran(U) = ( )ARan
5) xAx = U*A
6) A* = U*xA*x
7) xA*x=UxAxU*
8) U is uniquely determined in the following sense: for any positive operator
B c Lb(H,H) and any unitary operator V: Ran(B)t Ran(A) with A=VB we have
V=U and B=xAx
Proof:
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ad 1) – 3)
yxAxxy2 = (xAxxxxAxx) = (xAx2xxx) = (A*Axxx) = (AxxAx) = yAxy2
u yxAxxy = yAxy ; x c H
Define U0: RanxAxt Ran(A) by U0(xAxx):=Ax for x c Ran(A), then U0 is linear and onto
(=surjective)
also: yU0(xAxx)y = yAxy = yxAxxy for x c H.
If xAxx =xAxy u 0 =xAx2 (x-y) = A*A (x-y) u Ax=Ay
If Ax = Ay u 0 = A*A (x-y) = xAx2 (x-y) u 0 = (xAx2 (x-y)xx-y) = (xAx(x-y)xxAx(x-y))
       = yxAx(x-y)y
U0 is one-to-one (=injective) since if z c RanxAx with 0 = U0z, then z =xAxx for some x c H
u 0 = U0z = U0xAxx = Ax u x c Ker(A) = KerxAx u z =xAxx = 0.
Thus: U0: RanxAxt Ran(A) is an isomorphism.
Extend U0 to the closure Ran(A)ARan:U 0 fi  which is an isomorphism, too.
Now define U: HtH by
Ux:=
ï
î
ï
í
ì
˛
otherwise      0
ARan  x ifx     U 0
Then A =UxAx and U is a partial isometry. Since xAx is selfadjoint we have
(U*UxAxxxxAxy) = (UxAxxxUxAxy) = (AxxAy) = (A*Axxy) = (xAx2xxy)
         = (xAxxxxAxy)
u for all v,w c RanxAx: 0 = ((U*U-IdHvxw), in particular with w = (U*U-IdH)v we have
U*U = IdH u U is unitary.
ad 4)
Since Ker(A) = KerxAx and KerxAx= (RanxAx)z
u Ker(A) = (RanxAx)z = Ker(U)
Similarly Ran(A)  = Ran(U)
ad 5)
A = UxAx u U*A = U*UxAx=xAx
ad 7)
xAxm0 u 0 [ (xAxU*xxU*x) = (UxAxU*xxx) for x c Ran(A)
u UxAxU* is positive since (UxAxU*)2 = UxAxU*UxAxU* = UxAx2U*
        = (UxAx) (xAxU*) =AA* = xA*x2
u xA*x= UxAxU*
ad 6)
7) u U*xA*x= U*UxAxU* =xAxU* = A*
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ad 8)
if A=VB with Bm0, V unitary
u A*=B*V* u xAx2 = A*A = BV*VB = B2
u xAx= B
u U=V q.e.d.
In the decomposition A=xUxA of a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space the operator
xAx corresponds to the absolute value of a complex number z written in the form
z=xzx$ei$arg(z) while U is the analogue of the complex number ei$arg(z) whi ch is of modulus one.
One might expect that the unitary operators would be the analogue of the complex numbers of
modulus one. The following example shows that this is not the case
Example:
Let Ar: l2tl2 be the right shift operator on l2 with (¹1,¹2,...)x(0,¹1,¹2,...).
Then Ar*=Al and Ar*Ar = AlAr =IdH, thus xArx= IdH. If we write Ar =UxAx we have Ar=U.
However, Ar is not unitary since the sequence e1=(1,0,...,0) is not in its range.
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§ 2 Compact operators on a Hilbert space
For the case of a one-dimensional Hilbert space H the well known theorem of Bolzano-
Weierstraß asserts that a bounded sequence of vectors in H contains a converging
subsequence. Combining this with some simple topological facts one arrives at the statement,
well-known from elementary analysis, that a subset of the complex plane is compact if and
only if it is closed and bounded. We first want to study the connections between compactness,
closure and boundedness in case of a subset of a Hilbert space H in general, and later on we
want to use the results founded to characterize a special class of bounded linear operators,
the so-called compact operators
(3.10) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space. A subset M`H is called
1) relatively compact if every sequence (xj)j`M contains a subsequence which
converges to some element x c H
2) compact if every sequence (xj)j`M contains a subsequence which converges to
some x c M
3) bounded if there exists »>0 so that yxy[» for all x c M
compact u relatively compact
Before going on let us describe a very useful „diagonalization lemma“
(3.11) Theorem: Let (ek)k be a sequence in a Hilbert space H. Let (hn)n`H be a sequence so
that for every k c N x(hnxek)x[ ¼k for all n (¼km0). Then there exists a subsequence
(hnj)j ` (hn)n c N ` H, so that the limit »k:=
¥fij
lim x(hnjxek)x exists for every k c N and
x»kx[¼k.
(3.12) Theorem: A subset M`H, H Hilbert space, is relatively compact if and only if M  is
compact.
Proof:
If M is relatively compact and if (xn)n is any sequence in M , then for every n c N we may
choose yn c M such that yxn-yny[
n
1
. If (ynk)k`(yn)n is a subsequence converging to some
element y0 c M , then we also have yy0-xnky[yy0-ynky+yynk-xnky[yy0-ynky+
kn
1
 and hence
¥fik
limyy0-xnky=0. Thus M  is compact. If M  is compact then obviously M is relatively
compact. q.e.d.
(3.13) Corollary: A closed relatively compact set M`H, H Hilbert space, is compact.
(3.14) Theorem: A compact set M`H, H Hilbert space, is closed and bounded.
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The following theorem shows that in contrast to what happens in finite-dimensional Euclidean
spaces, a closed and bounded subset of a Hilbert space does not have to be compact in
general
(3.15) Theorem: The closed unit ball (0)B1 ={x c H: yxy2[1} in a Hilbert space is compact
if and only if dim(H) < ¢.
Proof:
If dim(H)=:m < ¢ then HvCm; let (ek)1 [ k [ m be an orthonormal basis of H. Let (hk)k be a
sequence in (0)B1 , then with (3.11) there exists a subsequence (hjk)j c N ` (hk) so that
»n:=
¥fij
lim (hjkxen) with y»ny[1, n c {1,...,n}
Define x =
å
=
m
n
1
e
m
m
g c H u 
¥fij
lim yx-hkjy2 = 
¥fij
lim ( ) 0eh
1
2
kj =å
=
m
n
m
m
g  and 
¥fij
lim yhkjy=yxy
u yxy[1
If H is infinite-dimensional u let (ej)j be an orthonormal sequence
u yej-eky2 = (ej-ekxej-ek) = 2 for jgk
Therefore there is no converging subsequence. q.e.d.
(3.16) Corollary: A bounded set of a finite dimensional Hilbert space is relatively compact.
We now come to a special class of bounded linear operators, the so-called compact operators
(3.17) Definition: A linear operator A on a Hilbert space H is called compact (=completely
continuous) if it maps the closed unit ball (0)B1  into a relatively compact set
A( (0)B1 ).
The following two results to some extent motivate the alternative terminology „completely
continuous“ for a compact linear operator
(3.18) Theorem: Let A be a compact operator on a Hilbert space H. Then
1) A is bounded (hence continuous)
2) A maps every bounded set into a relatively compact set
Proof:
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ad 2)
Let M`H be bounded, i.e. there exists ¹>0 with yxy[¹ for all x c M, let (xj)j`M
u 
j
jx
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
a
 ` (0)B1
u 
N  j
jxA
˛
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
a
 has a converging subsequence
u (Axjk)k converges also
u A(M) is relatively compact. q.e.d.
We exhibit a special class of compact linear operators which will turn out later to reflect
quite typically the structure of compact linear operators in general.
(3.19) Definition: A bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space H is said to be of finite
rank if Ran(T):=T(H) is a finite-dimensional subspace of H.
(3.20) Theorem: Let T c Lb(H,H) be an operator on H. Then
1) T is a finite rank operator if and only if there exist x1,...,xm,y1,...,ym with
Tx =
å
=
m
j 1
jj )yx(x
2) T is compact if T is of finite rank
Proof:
ad 1)
T finite rank operator u n:= dim(T(H)) < ¢
Choose an orthonormal basis y1,...,yn in T(H)
u Tx = j
x
j
11
jj )yy*T x ()yy(Tx
j
321
åå
==
=
n
j
n
j
q.e.d.
Compact linear operators can be characterized in another way. This new characterization
will not only reveal some further interesting features of the individual compact linear
operators but it will also help us to gain some insight in the algebraic and topological
structure of the set of all compact linear operators or a given Hilbert space H. For this
purpose we have to introduce the concept of a weakly convergent sequence in H.
(3.21) Definition: A sequence (xj)j c N in a Hilbert space H is said
1) to converge weakly if for every y c H the sequence ((xjxy))j c N converges (in C)
2) to converge weakly to x if for every y c H one has 
¥fij
limx(xjxy)-(xxy)x= 0
Example:
(xj)j be an orthonormal basis in H. Take y c H
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yyy2 = ( )
å
¥
=1
2
j xy
j
 u 
¥fij
limx(yxxj)x= 0
u (xj)j converges weakly to 0
But 
¥fij
lim yxj-0y=
¥fij
lim yxjy=1
u (xj)j does not converge to 0 in the usual norm sense.
If x0 c H with 
¥fij
lim yxj-x0y= 0
u 0 [ 
¥fij
lim xyx0y-yxjyx[ 
¥fij
lim yxj-x0y= 0
u yx0y= 
¥fij
lim yxjy=1
u 0 = 
¥fij
lim yxj-x0y2 = 
¥fij
lim (xj-x0xxj-x0) = 
¥fij
lim (yxjy2 - (x0xxj) - (xjxx0) + yx0y2 )
        = 
¥fij
lim (yxjy2 -2$Re((xjxx0)) + yx0y2 ) = 2-2$
¥fij
lim Re(xjxx0) = 2 contradiction !
(3.22) Theorem: Let (xj)j c N be a sequence in a Hilbert space with
¥fij
lim yxj-x0y=0 for some x0 c H. Then 
¥fij
lim (xj-x0xy) = 0 for every y c H.
Proof:
¥fin
limx(xn-x0xy)x[
¥fin
limyyyyxn-x0y=0, y c H. q.e.d.
(3.23) Theorem: Let (xj)j be a weakly convergent sequence in a Hilbert space H. Then
1) (xj)j is bounded
2) there exists a unique element x0 c H with 
¥fij
lim (xj-xxy) for all y c H
Proof:
ad 1)
(xj)j converges weakly u ((xjxy))j converges in C and is bounded. Apply Banach-Steinhaus,
then (yxjy)j is bounded
ad 2)
By 1) there exists »>0 with yxjy<», j c N. Define f: HtK by f(y):=
¥fij
lim ( )y x j =
¥fij
lim (yxxj)
f is a linear functional with xf(y)x[
¥fij
lim x(xjxy)x[
¥fij
lim yxjy$yyy<»$yyy
u f is continuous and linear.
By Riesz representation theorem there exists a unique xf c H with f(y) = (yxxf)
u ) xy ( f  = f(y)=
¥fij
lim (xjxy) q.e.d.
The following result ought to be compared with theorem (3.15) that shows that in the closed
unit ball (0)B1  of a Hilbert space every sequence contains a subsequence which converges in
(0)B1  (in the usual norm sense) if and only if H is finite-dimensional
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(3.24) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space with the closed unit ball (0)B1 . Every sequence in
(0)B1  contains a subsequence which converges weakly to some element in (0)B1 .
Proof:
Let (xn)n c N ` (0)B1  be a sequence and let H0:=span{xj: j c N}.
If H0 is finite-dimensional then applying theorem (3.15) we find a subsequence
(xnj)j ` (xn)n ` (0)B1  with 
¥fij
lim yxnj-x0y=0 for some element x0 c (0)B1 .
With (3.22) u (xnj)j converges weakly to x0. If H0 is infinite-dimensional we choose an
orthonormal basis (ek)k for H0. Since (xn)n ` (0)B1  we have x(xnxek)x[1 for all n c N, k c N.
By theorem (3.11) there exists a subsequence (xnj)j ` (xn)n ` (0)B1  such that the limit
¥fij
lim (xnjxek) exists for every k c N.
u 
¥fij
lim (xnjx
å
=
×
l
m 1
mm ea ) = å
=
l
m 1
ma
¥fij
lim (xnjxem) exists for every linear combination 
å
=
×
l
m 1
mm ea .
Let y c H be arbitrary, suppose y=y1+y2 with y1 c H0 and y2 c H0z.
Let e>0 be given  and l c N be chosen such that zl=
å
=
l
m 1
mm1 )ee(y  c H0 and yy1-z1y< 4
e
.
Then for sufficiently large n0=n0(e) and nimn0, njmn0 we have
x(xni)xy)x-(xnjxy)x = x(xni-xnjxy)x = x(xni-xnjxy1+y2)x = x(xni-xnjxy1)x
         [ x(xni-xnjxz1)x + x(xni-xnjxy1-z1)x < 2
e
+yxni-xnjyyy1-z1y< e
ee
=×+
4
2
2
u (xnj)j converges weakly.
By theorem (3.23) there exists a unique element x0 c H such that (x0xy)=
¥fij
lim (xnjxy) and
x(x0xy)x=
¥fij
lim x(xnjxy)x[yyy for every y c H.
We conclude yx0y=
1y
sup
£
x(x0xy)x[1
u x0 c (0)B1 q.e.d.
(3.25) Corollary: Every bounded sequence in a Hilbert space H contains a weakly
converging subsequence.
(3.26) Corollary: Let A be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H and let the
sequence (xn)n`H converge weakly to x c H. Then the sequence (Axn)n converges
weakly to Ax.
If we apply a compact linear operator to a weakly converging sequence then something
happens which even serves to characterize compactness of the operator in question
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(3.27) Theorem: A bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H is compact if and only if it
maps every weakly converging sequence into a sequence converging in the usual norm
sense.
Proof:
„u“:
Let A c Lb(H,H) be a compact linear operator, let (xn)n`H be a weakly converging sequence.
Then (xn)n is bounded by theorem (3.23) and the set M:={Axn: n c N} is relatively compact
by theorem (3.18). If the sequence (Axn)n did not converge, then by the relative compactness
of M it would have to contain at least two subsequences (Axnj)j and (Axmj)j converging (in the
usual y sense) to different elements 21 xˆ and xˆ  respectively.
We then obtain ( 1xˆ xy) = 
¥fij
lim (Axnjxy) = 
¥fij
lim (xnjxA*y) = 
¥fin
lim (xnxA*y) = 
¥fij
lim (xmjxA*y)
   = 
¥fij
lim (Axmjxy) = ( 2xˆ xy) for all y c H
which implies 1xˆ = 2xˆ contradiction!
Therefore the sequence (Axn)n must converge.
„s“:
Suppose A is a bounded linear operator on H mapping every weakly converging sequence
into a converging one.
Let (yn)n be a sequence in A( (0)B1 ). Without loss of generality we may assume yn=Axn,
yxny[1 for all n c N.
By theorem (3.24) there exists a weakly converging subsequence (xnj)j `(xn)n ` (0)B1  which
by hypothesis is mapped by A into the converging sequence (Axnj)j. Since (Axnj)j is a
subsequence of (Axn)n (= (yn)n) we see that A( (0)B1 ) is relatively compact and that A is a
compact linear operator. q.e.d.
(3.28) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. Let the sequence
(xn)n`H converge weakly to x. Then 
¥fin
limyAxn-Axy= 0.
Proof:
By theorem (3.27) there exists y c H with 
¥fin
limyAxn-yy= 0. Then 
¥fin
limx(Axn-yxh)x= 0 for
every h c H. On the other hand by corollary (3.26) the sequence (Axn)n converges weakly to
Ax. Since there is only one weak limit of the sequence (Axn)n by theorem (3.23), we conclude
y=Ax. q.e.d.
The following results are concerned with the set of all compact linear operators on a Hilbert
space H
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(3.29) Theorem: Let A and B be compact linear operators on a Hilbert space H and let C be
a bounded linear operator on H. Then
1) A+B is a compact linear operator on H
2) k$A (k c C) is a compact linear operator on H
3) AC and CA are compact linear operators on H
4) A* is a compact linear operator on H
Proof:
1) – 3) are proved easily by using theorem (3.27) anc corollary (3.26)
ad 4)
If the sequence (xn)n`H is weakly convergent, then it is bounded by theorem (3.23), i.e.
yxny[¹ (¹>0) for all n c N.
We obtain yA*xn-A*xmy2 = (A*(xn-xm)xA*(xn-xm)) = (AA*(xn-xm)xxn-xm)
       = yAA*(xn-xm)yyxn-xmy [ 2$¹yAA*xn-AA*xmy =0
A* therefore is compact. q.e.d.
(3.30) Theorem: Let (An)n be a sequence of compact linear operators on a Hilbert space H
with 
¥fimn,
lim yAn-Amy=0. Then the operator A:=
¥fin
lim An is a compact linear operator
on H.
Proof:
The proof of theorem (2.9) shows that A, defined by Ax:=
¥fin
lim Anx for x c H, is a bounded
linear operator on H. Let (xn)n be a weakly converging sequence in H and suppose yxny[¹
(¹>0) for all n c N.
Then for every k c N we have
yAxn-Axmy[y(A-Ak)xny+y(A-Ak)xmy+yAkxn-Akxmy[2$¹yA-Aky+yAkxn-Akxmy.
Given any e>0 we choose k so that yA-Aky<
a
e
4
. Keeping k fixed we then choose n(e) so
large that yAkxn-Akxmy< 2
e
 for all nmn(e), mmn(e)
u by theorem (3.28) (Akxn)n converges.
We conclude yAxn-Axmy [ 2$¹$
a
e
4
+
2
e
= e for all nmn(e), mmn(e).
Thus (Axn)n is a Cauchy sequence in H which converges in H. By theorem (3.27) the operator
A is compact. q.e.d.
This result shows, that the set C(H,H) of all compact linear operators on a Hilbert space H is
a closed linear subspace of Lb(H,H) with respect to the operator norm. C(H,H) is also closed
under passing to adjoints. This is formulated in short by saying that C(H,H) is symmetric.
Since C(H,H) is also closed under addition, scalar multiplication and under left and right
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multiplication by arbitrary bounded linear operators on H, all these statements are combined
in the following statement:
C(H,H) is a closed symmetric two-sided ideal in Lb(H,H).
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§ 3 Eigenvalues of compact operators
Generalizing the concept of an eigenvalue of a matrix we say
(3.31) Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space, DA be a linear subspace. Let A: DAtH be a
linear operator in H. A complex number k is called
1) an eigenvalue of A in H if there exists a non-zero element x c D, called the
corresponding eigenvector, such that Ax=k$x
2) a generalized eigenvalue of A in H if there exists a sequence of unit vectors
(xn)n`D such that 
¥fin
lim (A-k$IdH)xn = 0
3) a regular value of A if the operator A-k$IdH is one-to-one (=injective) and
(A-k$IdH)-1 is a bounded linear operator on H
The set r(A) of all k c C that are not regular values of A is called the spectrum of A.
If k c C is an eigenvalue of A, then Hk:={y c D: Ay=k$y} is called the corresponding
eigenspace.
Obviously every eigenvalue of A is a generalized eigenvalue of A and cannot be a regular
value of A. More precisely we show in the next theorem.
(3.32) Theorem: Let A be a linear operator in a Hilbert space H. A complex number k is an
eigenvalue of A if and only if the operator A-k$IdH is not one-to-one (=not injective).
Proof:
If k c C is an eigenvalue then there exists xg0 with x c D and Ax=k$x. Since A$0=k$0,
A-k$IdH is not one-to-one. If A-k$IdH is not one-to-one, then there exist x1 c D and x2 c D with
x1gx2 and Ax1=k$x1 and Ax2=k$x2. This implies (A-k$IdH)(x1-x2)=0 with x1-x2g0. q.e.d.
(3.33) Theorem: Let A be a linear operator in a Hilbert space H. The following statements
are equivalent:
1) k c C is an eigenvalue of A or (if k is not an eigenvalue of A) (A-k$IdH)-1 exists
and is unbounded
2) there exists a sequence(xn)n`DA of unit vectors such that 
¥fin
lim (A-k$IdH)xn = 0
Proof:
1) u 2)
If k is an eigenvalue of A and if x is a corresponding eigenvector then choose the sequence
(xn)n with xn=x for all n c N. If k is not an eigenvalue and (A-k$IdH)-1 is unbounded, then there
exists a sequence of unit vectors yn c 1
H )Id-(A
D
-
×l
 such that 
¥fin
limy(A-k$IdH)-1yny= ¢.
With xn:=
n
1
H
n
1
H
y)Id-(A
y)Id-(A
-
-
×
×
l
l
 c DA for n c N, we have yxny=1 and
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¥fin
lim (A-k$IdH)xn = 
¥fin
lim
n
1
H
n
y)Id-(A
y
-
×l
= 0, since yn are unit vectors.
2) u 1)
If the sequence (xn)n`DA has the properties mentioned in 2) and if k is not an eigenvalue of A,
then taking yn:= 
n
1
H
n
1
H
x)Id-(A
x)Id-(A
-
-
×
×
l
l
 c 1
H )Id-(A
D
-
×l
 we obtain a sequence of unit vectors
yn c 1
H )Id-(A
D
-
×l
 such that 
¥fin
limy(A-k$IdH)-1yny = 
¥fin
lim
nH x)Id-(A
1
×l
= ¢.
This shows that the operator (A-k$IdH)-1 is unbounded. q.e.d.
This theorem shows that every generalized eigenvalue and in particular every eigenvalue of A
belongs to the spectrum of A. If k is not an eigenvalue of A, then the operator A-k$IdH is one-
to-one and therefore the inverse operator (A-k$IdH)-1 is defined on (A-k$IdH)DA .
There are still two possibilities that something goes wrong with the inverse:
Its domain (A-k$IdH)DA might not yet coincide with H or (A-k$IdH)-1 might not be bounded.
Thus the spectrum of an operator might contain complex numbers which are not generalized
eigenvalues. However it will turn out that for the classes of selfadjoint operators, the
spectrum consists entirely of generalized eigenvalues.
The special features displayed by compact operators in general also have effect upon the
spectrum of such an operator. Apart from the point 0 it only consists of eigenvalues;
moreover, if there are infinitely many eigenvalues then they may be arranged to a sequence
converging to 0. We will study this more systematically.
(3.34) Lemma: Let A be compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H, let (en)n be an
orthonormal sequence in H. Then 
¥fin
lim (Aenxen)=0.
Proof:
The sequence (en)n converges weakly to zero. The sequence (Aen)n then converges to zero
also. By Cauchy’s inequality we thus obtain 
¥fin
limx(Aenxen)x[
¥fin
limyAeny=0. q.e.d.
(3.35) Theorem: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. Let q>0 be given.
Every family of linearly independent eigenvectors of A corresponding to eigenvalues
with absolute values not smaller than q is finite.
Proof:
Assume that there exists an infinite sequence (xn)n of linearly independent eigenvectors of A
such that for the corresponding eigenvalues kn we have xknxmq for all n c N.
Let the orthonormal sequence (en)n be obtained from (xn)n by Gram-Schmidt
orthonormalization.
We obtain (A-kn$IdH)en = (A-kn$IdH) ÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
×
å
=
n
k
kkn
1
,
xa =
å
=
-
n
k
nkn
1
kk, )x(Ax la
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   =
å
=
n
k
nkkn
1
nk, )x-x( lla = å
-
=
1
1
nk, x)-(
n
k
nkn lla =:yn
with yn c span{x1,...,xn-1}.
Therefore yn z en. We conclude (Aenxen) = (yn+knenxen) = kk(enxen) = kn and by lemma (3.34)
¥fin
lim kn = 
¥fin
lim (Aenxen) = 0 in contradiction to our assumption xknxmq>0 for 1[n<¢.
q.e.d.
(3.36) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. If kg0 is an
eigenvalue of A, then the corresponding eigenspace is a finite-dimensional subspace.
(3.37) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear opeartor on a Hilbert space H. The only possible
accumulation point of the eigenvalues of A in the complex plane is 0.
Proof:
If (kn)n were a sequence of different eigenvalues converging to kg0, then a sequence of
corresponding eigenvectors would be linearly independent and therefore would violate the
conclusion of theorem (3.35). q.e.d.
(3.38) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. There exist at
most countably many differrent eigenvalues of A. If A has infinitely many eigenvalues
kn, n c N, then 
¥fin
lim kn=0.
So far nothing has been said about the rest of the spectrum of A which for bounded linear
operators in general need not consist of eigenvalues only. The statement which we are
looking for in the compact case – the rest of the spectrum consists at most of the point 0 – is
quite satisfying but the theorem laying the ground for this statement seems somewhat
technical-confusing rather than satisfying.
Asking whether k c C belongs to the spectrum of A we are interested in the invertibility of
A-k$IdH . An inverse of A-k$IdH should assign to every y c (A-k$IdH)(H) a unique element
x c H . Moreover, as a bounded linear operator, it should do this in such a way that
yxy=y(A-k$IdH)-1yy[»k$yyy for some constant »k>0 not depending on y (x being the image
of y) .
The following theorem states that we can always reverse the action of A-k$IdH in a bounded
way: never mind uniqueness, for every given y c (A-k$IdH)(H) there is an element x
associated with y by some sort of bounded inverse of A-k$IdH, the bound being »k .
(3.39) Theorem: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. Given kg0, k c C,
there exists a constant »k>0 with the following property:
For every y c (A-k$IdH)(H) there exists some element xy (depending on y) such that
(A-k$IdH)xy = y and yxyy[»k$yyy.
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Proof:
We consider the linear subspace Hk:={x c H: Ax=k$x}={x c H: (A-k$IdH)x=0}. If k is an
eigenvalue of A, then Hk is the corresponding eigenspace; if k is not an eigenvalue, then
Hk={0}. Hk is closed since for any x c H we have Ax-kx=0 if and only if (Ax-kxxy)=0 for all
y c H if and only if (xx(A*-
l
$IdH)y)=0 for all y c H if and only if x z (A*- l $IdH)(H), i.e.
Hk=((A*- l $IdH)H)z. Given any y c (A-k$IdH)(H) and any x such that (A-k$IdH)x=y, we
observe that (A-k$IdH)(x-z)=y if and only if z c Hk.
If Pk: HtHk is the orthogonal projection, we consider zx:=Pkx c Hk and xy:=x-Pkx and obtain
(A-k$IdH)xy=y and yxyy=yx-Pkxy=min{yx-zy: z c Hk} and therefore (putting x-z=:x‘)
yxyy=min{yx‘y: (A-k$IdH)x‘=y}.
In this way we have associated with every y c (A-k$IdH)(H) a unique element xy such that
(A-k$IdH)xy=y holds.
We now prove the existence of a constant »k>0 such that yxyy[»k$yyy for all
y c (A-k$IdH)(H).
Assuming the contrary, we have sup{
y
x y
: yg0, y c (A-k$IdH)(H)}= ¢.
We can therefore choose a sequence (yn)n ` (A-k$IdH)(H) such that yn g 0, 0x
ny
„
for all n c N and 
¥fin
lim
n
y
y
x
n
= ¢.
For xn:=
n
n
y
y
x
x
, zn:=
ny
n
x
y
 we obtain (A-k$IdH)xn=zn,
yxny=min{yx’y: (A-k$IdH)x‘=zn}=1 and 
¥fin
lim zn=0
(xn)n contains a weakly convergent subsequence (xnj)j (corollary (3.26))
Then (Axnj)j converges to some element h and, as a consequence, 
¥fij
lim k$xnj=
¥fij
lim (Axnj-znj)=h
Because kg0, also the sequence (xnj)j converges to the element 
l
h
.
From (A-k$IdH) ÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
l
h
=
¥fij
lim (A-k$IdH)xnj = 
¥fij
lim znj = 0 and (A-k$IdH)xn=zn we conclude
(A-k$IdH)(xn-
l
h )=zn
while 
¥fij
lim yxnj-
l
h
y=0 and therefore yxn-
l
h
y<1 for infinitely many n c N.
This however contradicts yxny=1 for all n c N. q.e.d.
(3.40) Theorem: If A is a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H and if kg0, then
(A-k$IdH)(H) is a closed linear subspace of H.
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Proof:
Suppose the sequence (yn)n ` (A-k$IdH)(H) converges to some y0 c H. The sequence (yn)n is
bounded and therefore the sequence (
ny
x )n contains a weakly converging subsequence
(xj)j ` (
ny
x )n. Then the sequence (Axj)j converges. Since xj=
l
1
$(Axj-ynj) the sequence (xj)j
converges also. For x0:=
¥fij
lim xj we obtain (A-k$IdH)x0 = 
¥fij
lim (A-k$IdH)xj = 
¥fij
lim ynj = y0,
i.e. y0 c (A-k$IdH)(H) q.e.d.
We now characterize regular values kg0 of a compact linear operator
(3.41) Theorem: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. A complex
number kg0 is a regular value of A if and only if (A-k$IdH)(H)=H.
Proof:
„u“:
If kg0 is a regular value, then (A-k$IdH)(H)=H by definition.
„s“:
Suppose (A-k$IdH)(H)=H with kg0. Suppose k is an eigenvalue of A and let x1 be a
corresponding eigenvector, then (A-k$IdH)x1=0 with x1g0.
Since (A-k$IdH)(H)=H we can find x2 c H such that (A-k$IdH)x2=x1 and inductively construct
a sequence (xn)n such that (A-k$IdH)xn=xn-1 for n c N with x0:=0.
The elements xn are linearly independent, n c N, which can be easily seen by induction. Let
the orthonormal sequence (en)n be obtained from (xn)n by Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization.
As in the proof of theorem (3.35) we conclude
(A-k$IdH)en = (A-k$IdH) ÷
ł
ö
ç
Ł
æ
×
å
=
n
k
kn
1
k, xa = å
=
×
n
k
nkn
1
kk, )x-(Ax la = å
=
n
k
nkkn
1
kk, )x-x( lla
                   =
å
-
=
1
1
k, )x-(
n
k
nkkn lla =:yn c span {x1,...,xn-1} and therefore yn z en.
We obtain (Aenxen) = (yn+k$enxen) = k$(enxen) = k g 0 for all n c N, which contradicts the
conclusion of lemma (3.34). Hence k cannot be an eigenvalue of A. If k is not an eigenvalue
of A, then (A-k$IdH)-1 exists and is defined on H and bounded by theorem (3.39).
Therefore k is a regular value. q.e.d.
(3.42) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. A complex
number kg0 is an eigenvalue of A if and only if 
l
 is an eigenvalue of A*.
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Proof:
If 
l
 is an eigenvalue of A*, then (A*-
l
$IdH)(H) is a proper subspace of H by theorems
(3.40) and (3.41) (remember A* is also compact by theorem (3.29)).
Then ((A*-
l
$IdH)(H))z = Hk:={x c H: Ax=k$x} (compare proof of theorem (3.39))
and k is an eigenvalue of A with Hk as the corresponding eigenspace.
A symmetric reasoning in the other direction completes the proof. q.e.d.
(3.43) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. A complex
number kg0 is either a regular value of A or an eigenvalue of A.
Proof:
If k is not a regular value then (A-k$IdH)(H) is a proper subspace of H. By the argument used
in the proof of theorem (3.39) we conclude that 
l
 is an eigenvalue of A*. Then k is an
eigenvalue of A. q.e.d.
This corollary cannot be extended to a bounded linear operator on H in general. For this
consider the left shift operator A on l2 defined by A(n1,n2,n3,...):= (n2,n3,...) . Then k=0 is an
eigenvalue of A with the corresponding eigenvector e1=(¼1k)k c N .
A* is the right shift operator on l2 which does not have eigenvalues at all. Consequently k=1
is an eigenvlaue of A+IdH but not of (A+IdH)* = A*+IdH
(3.44) Corollary: Let A be a compact linear operator on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space H. Then k=0 is a generalized eigenvalue and therefore belongs to the spectrum
of A.
Proof:
Let (en)n be an orthonormal sequence in H. The sequence (en)n converges weakly to 0 and
therefore (Aen)n converges also to 0. Thus k=0 is a generalized eigenvalue. q.e.d.
As a summary of the previous results we obtain:
(3.45) Theorem: (Fredholm alternative):
Let A be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H. Let k c C \ {0} be given.
Either the inhomogenous equations (A-k$IdH)x=y and (A*- l $IdH)x‘=y‘ have solutions
x and x‘ for every given y and y‘ respectively or the homogenous equations
(A-k$IdH)x=0 and (A*- l $IdH)x‘=0 have non-zero solutions x and x‘.
In the first case the solutions x and x‘ are unique and depend continuously on y and y‘
respectively.
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In the second case  (A-k$IdH)x=y has a solution x if and only if y is orthogonal to all
solutions of  (A*-
l
$IdH)x‘=0. Also (A*- l $IdH)x‘=y‘ has a solution x‘ if and only if y‘
is orthogonal to all solutions of  (A-k$IdH)x=0.
Proof:
Either k is a regular value of A (and 
l
 is a regular value of A*) or k (respectively 
l
) is an
eigenvalue of A (A* respectively). In the first case we have x=(A-k$IdH)-1y,
x‘=(A*-
l
$IdH)-1y‘ where (A-k$IdH)-1 and (A*- l $IdH)-1 are bounded linear operators on H.
In the second case, if Hk is the eigenspace of A corresponding to k, we have
(A*-
l
$IdH)(H)=Hkz.
(A*-
l
$IdH)x‘=y‘ has a solution x‘ if and only if y‘ c  (A*- l $IdH)(H) or, in other words, if
and only if y‘ is orthogonal to the eigenspace Hk, which in turn consists of all solutions of
(A-k$IdH)x=0.
The remaining assertion is shown similarly. q.e.d.
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§ 4 The spectral decomposition of a compact linear operator
With all the informations we have collected so far we shall now obtain the desired
decomposition of a compact linear operator into simpler parts. We will do this with the help
of the eigenvalues of compact selfadjoint operators and the corresponding eigenspaces and
with the help of the polar decomposition of the compact linear operator
(3.46) Theorem: Let Ag0 be a compact selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H. Then
1) there exists an eigenvalue k of A such that xkx=yAy
2) each eigenvalue of A is real
3) the spectrum of A is real
4) the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues k and l with kg0, lg0, kgl are
orthogonal
Proof:
ad 1)
We choose a sequence (xn)n`H such that yxny=1 and 
¥fin
limyAxny=yAy=
1x
sup
=
yAxy.
Since A is compact we can find a subsequence (Axnj)j of (Axn)n which converges to some
element y. Since xyyy-yAxnjyx[yy-Axnjy we have yyy=
¥fij
lim yAxnjy=yAy>0.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality we obtain
yAy2 = 
¥fij
lim yAxnjy2 = 
¥fij
lim (AxnjxAxnj) = 
¥fij
lim (A2xnjxxnj) [ 
¥fij
lim yA2xnjy = yAyy and thus
yA2yyyyym (A2yxy) = (AyxAy) =yAyy2 myAy4 =yAy2yyy2 myA2yyyy2 myA2yyyyy
This implies yA2yyyyy= (A2yxy) and therefore A2y=¹y with ¹=
y) (y 
y) y (A 2
= 2
4
A
A
=yAy2
Now we define x :=
A
Ayy + .
If x=0, then Ay = –yAyyyy, i.e. k:= –yAy is an eigenvalue of A
If xg0, then Ax = Ay +
A
yA 2
= Ay +
A
ya
= Ay +
A
yA 2
= Ay +yAyy =yAy
÷
÷
ł
ö
ç
ç
Ł
æ
+
A
Ayy
Which shows that Ax = yAyx, i.e. k:=yAy is an eigenvalue of A
ad 2)
Let k be an eigenvalue of H with the corresponding eigenvector x. Then
k(xxx) = (kxxx) = (Axxx) = (xxAx) = (xxkx) = 
l
(xxx) and hence k=
l
ad 3)
Corollaries (3.43) and (3.44) imply that r(A) = {0} 4 {k c C: k eigenvalue of A}
ad 4)
If kg0 and lg0 are different eigenvalues of A and if x c Hk and y c Hl are eigenvectors
corresponding to k and l respectively, then
k(xxy) = (kxxy) = (Axxy) = (xxAy) = (xxly) = m (xxy) = l(xxy), i.e.(k-l)(xxy) = 0 and
hence (xxy)=0 q.e.d.
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If a compact linear operator A on a Hilbert space H is selfadjoint, then all of its eigenvalues
are real, A has at most countably many different eigenvalues kkg0 with 
¥fik
lim kk=0 if A has
infinitely many eigenvalues. If kjg0 is an eigenvalue of A then the corresponding eigenspace
is a finite-dimensional subspace of H . We count every non-zero eigenvalue as many times as
indicated by ist multiplicity, i.e. by the dimension of the corresponding eigenspace, and obtain
a sequence (kj)j of non-zero eigenvalues of A with yAy=xk1xmxk2xm ... mxkkx>0 and 
¥fij
lim kj=0
if A has infinitely many non-zero eigenvalues. For j c I we choose an orthonormal basis of
the corresponding eigenspace 
j
H
l
={x c H: Ax=kjx}. Since jH l z kH l  for eigenvalues kkgkj,
kkg0, kjg0, we obtain an orthonormal system (xj)j c I corresponding to the sequence (kj)j c I ;
here I=N if A has infinitely many non-zero eigenvalues or xIx< ¢ if A has finitely many
non-zero eigenvalues.
The sequence (kj,xj)j is called an eigensystem of the compact selfadjoint operator A
(3.47) Theorem: (Spectral theorem for compact selfadjoint operators):
Let A be a compact selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space H, let (kj,xj)j c I be its
eigensystem. Then we have
1) Ax =
å
˛ I  j
jjj x) xx (l  for all x c H
2) 
j
HA(H)
lj
¯=  where 
j
H
l
={x c H: Ax=kjx}
3) H = N(A) / A(H) where N(A)={x c H: Ax=0} is the kernel of A
Proof:
ad 1) + 2)
Since Hk z Hl if k, l c r(A) \ {0} and kgl, we have 
0   
(A)  
A(H)
„
˛
¯=
l
sl
Hk.
Theorem (3.46) guarantees the existence of k1 c r(A) \{0} such that xk1x=yAy. Let x1 be an
eigenvector with yx1y=1 corresponding to k1. We define H1:=H and
H2:={x c H: (xxx1)=0}=H1 0 span{x1}. Since A is selfadjoint we have
(Axxx1) = (xxAx1) = (xxk1x1) = 1l (xxx1) = k1(xxx1) = 0 for all x c H2 and hence A(H2)`H2,
i.e. AxH2: H2tH2. AxH2 is compact and selfadjoint. If AxH2 g0 we can find k2 c C with
xk2x=yAxH2y and x2 c H2 such that yx2y=1 and Ax2=k2x2.
Obhviously xk2x[xk1x since yAxH2y[yAy.
Continuing this way we find a system (k1,x1), ..., (kp,xp) such that xk1xmxk2xm ... mxkpx,
(xj,xk)=¼jk, and Axj=kjxj for j,k c {1,...,p}.
We also find subspaces H1, H2, ..., Hp, Hp+1 such that Hj+1={x c Hj: (xxxj)=0} for j c {1,...,p}.
The system (k1,x1), ..., (kn,xn) is finite and ends with (kn,xn) and Hn+1 if and only if AxHn+1 = 0.
In this case we define yn:= x-
å
=
n
j 1
jj x) xx (  and obtain
(ynxxi) = (xxxi) - 
å
=
n
j 1
ijj )x)(xxx ( = (xxxi) – (xxxi) = 0 for i c {1,...,n}, i.e. yn c Hn+1 and
hence 0 = Ayn = Ax-
å
=
n
j 1
jj Ax) xx ( = Ax- å
=
n
j 1
jjj x) xx (l .
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If AxHn g0 for all n c N, we again define yn:= x-
å
=
n
j 1
jj x) xx (  and obtain
yyny2 = yxy2-
å
=
n
j 1
2
j ) xx ( [ yxy2 and therefore
Ayn = Ax-
å
=
n
j 1
jjj x) xx ( l  and yAyny=yAxHn+1yny[xkn+1xyyny.
Since 
¥fij
lim kj=0 we finally have Ax=
¥fin
lim
å
=
n
j 1
jjj x) xx (l = å
¥
=1
jjj x) xx (
j
l  and therefore
(kj,xj)j is an eigensystem.
If kg0 is an eigenvalue of A and xg0 is a corresponding eigenvector and if (k,x) is not a
member of the eigensystem (kj,xj)j, then (xxxj)=0 for j c N and thus
kx = Ax =
å
¥
=1
jjj x) xx (
j
l = 0 contrary to kg0 and xg0.
Therefore the system (kj,xj)j contains every non-zero eigenvalue of A.
Suppose xg0 and x c 
k
H
l
= N(A-kk$IdH), k c N, then x z jH l  for all j c N, jgk.
Therefore kkx = Ax = 
å
= kj ll
l
j    
jjj x) xx (  which implies x = å
= kj ll
l
j    
jjj x) xx (
This shows  that every x c 
k
H
l
 is a linear combination of (xj)j. This implies 0I  jj )(x ˛  is a basis
in 
k
H
l
, where I0={j c N: kj=kk}. Hence for any eigenvalue kg0 of A an orthonormal basis of
Hk =N(A-k$IdH) is part of the eigensystem (kj,xj)j
ad 3)
If x c A(H)z then 0 = (xxAy) = (Axxy) for every y c H that is Ax=0 or x c N(A).
Conversely x c N(A) implies x c A(H)z. Since A(H)z = N(A) we have H = N(A) / A(H)
q.e.d.
Now we apply the polar decomposition (theorem (3.9)) and obtain the main result of this
chapter
(3.48) Theorem: Let H be a Hilbert space. Let A c Lb(H,H) be a compact linear operator.
Then there exist orthonormal systems (xj)j`H and (yj)j`H and a sequence (kj)j`C
such that xkjxmxkj+1x, j c N, 
¥fij
lim kj=0 and Ax =
å
¥
=1
jjj y) xx (
j
l  for x c H.
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Proof:
Since A is a compact linear operator, xAx c Lb(H,H) is also compact (theorem (3.29)).
xAx is selfadjoint u  we have xAxx =
å
¥
=1
jjj x) xx (
j
l  for x c H
Where (kj,xj)j c I is the eigensystem of xAx obtained in theorem (3.47). If the system
(k1,x1), (k2,x2), ... , (kn,xn) is finite we define kj:=0 for j c N, jmn+1.
By the polar decomposition theorem (3.9) we find a partial isometry U such that
Ax = UxAxx = 
å
¥
=1
jjj Ux) xx (
j
l =
å
¥
=1
jjj y) xx (
j
l  with yj:=Uxj.
Since (yjxyk) =(UxjxUxk) = (U*Uxjxxk) = (xjxxk) = ¼jk we obtain that (yj)j is an orthonormal
system also.
Since 0 [ (xAxxjxxj) = (kjxjxxj) = kj, j c N, we obtain the desired result. q.e.d.
